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for a senatorial inquiry Into the al "The captain of the CarpathJI would
not handle any othef businessTALKS ABOUT THE TAFT MAKES HIT TRYING TO TRACE BEthat of getting the sews of the sur-
vivors to relatives. Thee messages
AMERICAN SHIPS
WARNED, OFF
COAST
COLORADO TO
FOR CHAMP
CLARK
leged Japanese situation as regards
Magdalena May. I made a report,
for I was than minister of foreign
affairs In lladero's cabinet, in which
I stated that there was no truth In
the report that the concessions had
; anything to do with the Japanese
government.
The truth of the whole mat'er it
that a few years ago a concession
for fishing privileges was granted to
a private Japanese enterprise."
Britain to Send Ships
San Francisco, April 29. Discussing
the rumor that a British man o" war
had been dispatched to Mexico to
protect the interests of that nation,
an officer of H. M. S. Shearwatef
(Continued on Page FIvel
JAP LINES ARE NOT
COMMON CARRIERS.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
HANDS DOWN INTER-IN-
OPINION
Washington, April 29. Tap lines
are not common carriers. That, in
general effect, Is the decision of the
interstate commerce commission,
handed down today after an investiga
tion of more than a year.
The committee holds, however, that
each case must be dtermined on its
own facts, it being clear that some
tap lines are entitled to
privileges of common carriers. It is
significant that in every one of the
36 tap line cases passed upon by the
commission it is held that "none ot
them is a common carrier with re-
spect to the services it performs to a
the proprietary lumber companies."
In dealing with the subject the
commission says:
"The commission, for the last four
years has been making a careful in
vestigation of the relations between
the raljroad companies anr? small in
dustrlal lines that are owned by man- -
MESSAGES OF
ISMAY
MARCONI TESTIFIES RECORD8
ARE ON BOARD THE CARPA-THIA- ,
NOW ON A VOYAGE
EXPLAINS SOME MYSTERIES
SAY8 OPERATOR ON RESCUE
SHIP WAS TOO BUSY TO
MANY INQUIRIES,
THE CAPTAIN DIDN'T OBJECT
WOULD HAVE ALLOWED ALL THE
NEWS TO HAVE BEEN SENT
TO NEW YORK.
Washington, ApriJ 29 Endeavor
ing further to repudiate any lntlnia- -
tioiiH that he had sought to suppress
or delay news of the sinking of the
Titanic, Guglielmo Marconi, inventor
of wireless telegraphy, appeared to-
day for a third time before the sen-
ate committee of inquiry.
Mr. Marconi had discovered after
saving wasnington iasi weeK urn ne
had sent a message to the operator
of the steamship Carpathia ursriu.4
him to send news of the disaster o
016 tireless station at Siasconset.
MaM
-
or tw0 veesels of the Un?tecl
States navy. He read copies of these
messages and declared that when he
was examined before he had forgot-
ten about that message.
Mr. Marconi also produced copies
of many other messages which passed
hetween the Marconi ornce ana ir,
Carpathia in an endeavor to get defi- -
te information. Mr. Marconi was
excused by the committee In srder
that he might sail tomorrow for En?
land
Mr. Marconi read several additional
bui
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION IN
COLORADO SPRINGS WILL
ENDORSE HIM.
SPEER MACHINE OVERTHROWN
PROGRESSIVE DEMOCRATS GET
THE BETTER OF DENVER'S
POL 3ICAL CZAR.
DOCKERY MAKES A SPEfta
FORMER GOVERNOR OF MISSOU
RI TALKS FOR "HOUN
DAWG'S" OWNER.
Colorado Springs, April 29. That
Champ Clark's candidacy for the pres-
idential nomination on the democratlo
national ticket would be endorsed by
a practically unanimous vote today at
the state democratic convention here
was apparent Just before the conven-
tion opened. Sentiment in his favor
had grown rapidly over night among
the unlnstructed delegates.
The state executive committee re-
commended Frank J. Annls of Fort
Collins, for temporary chairman, and
J. Smith of Denver, for tem-
porary secretary.
The announcement of the selection
of Mr. Annls for temporary chairman
in place of State Senator W. H. Ad-
ams of Conejos county caused some
surprise. Rumors were rife that the
progressive faction from Denver had
succeeded ln breaking the Speer ma
chine. It was said that the Denver
progressive leaders, after practically
an all-nig- conference, had forced
former Alva Adams.
cause me Puetlo delegation to l
w!tn the sPeT 0nn'zatlon on
losing the s 'Je '?f o,, rr
fives, and part.1 too, r"own Mmnty, ln
seniBlal asp!
This was scoffed m by leaders of
the Speer organization, who said that
Mr. Annls' selection meant merely an
effort on the part of all factlonsto
bring about harmony ln the conven-
tion. W. H. Bryant of Denver, acted
toastmaster at the dollar break-
fast of the platform democrats today.
Among those who attended were
Governor Shafroth, Senators John A.
Cross of Loveland, John J. Tobtn of
Montrose, J. T. Joyce of Sllverton,
"Jack" Crowley of Rocky Ford, for-
mer Governor Alva Adams of Pueblo,
M. A. Skinner of Colorado Springs,
and Thomas Raney of LeadvUle.
Scheduled to begin at 7 o'clck, the
meal was delayed until 8:30 In start-
ing.
Former Governor Dockery of Mis-
souri addressed the convention in be-
half of Champ Clark's candidacy. He
declared the republican party was di-
vided on national issues and adjeJ
that "the election of Champ Clark as
president would put the right man ln
the right place at the right time; that
Clark as president would give eVefe
one a square deal, but not the Roose-
velt kind of a square deal."
At noon the convention took re-
cess to await reports of committees.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, April 29. Senat
setfslon 2 p. m.
Titanio Investigation
, jtrHHAAl .MtlTi-iii- l
ine wireless messages whS. r we.j
sent. Senator Cummins introduced
compromise amendmentif to metal
schedule, making sharp reductions
from house measure.
House: Met at noon, f
"
Considered District of Columbia
legislation.
Excursion and short dla"cevcoast
wise steamship companies protest
again ts being confused with ocean
liners in relation to legislation to
require life saving apparatus.
Patent medicine interests charged
wth officials of the department oiufacturlng or other plants and who
receive allowances from the carriers ommerce and labor, including the
bureau of corporations and the de-pa- ysufficient in many cases not only to
Par'ment of 3ustice- - but both beforetheir operating expenses but to:
fivJBmessages asking for new of lndlv'J.; ratovlng tows-- - JJhe dock yard,
uals, among them Mr. and Mrs. mSTVB. jL, mf )
IN THE BAY
STATE
AT TAUNTON, MASS.. PRESIDENT
TELLS PEOPLE HOW HE
STANDS
HE IS FOR THE PEOPLE
HE DECLARES, HOWEVER, THAT
THEY ARE CAPABLE OF MAK-
ING MISTAKES
BRAVE ENOUGH TO SAY SO
THE EXECUTIVE SAYS HE HAS
COURAGE OF HIS CONVIC-
TIONS; CROWD CHEERS
Boston, April 29. An episode un-
ique in American politics took
place in Massachusetts today with for-
mer President Roosevelt and Presi
dent Taft following the same tracks
ahd making the final speeches of the
presidential eampui ;n
in this state. About the time Colonel i
Roosevelt left Boston for the north
circuit the name intn tho
state at Atlleboro and took up th, ,
trail along which Colonel Roosevelt
journeyed on Saturday.
The suppoters of Senator La Fol- -
lette, Governor Woodrow Wilson and
Speaker Champ Clark also were at-- 1
tlve, and considerable literature and
final instructions to their political
lieutenants were sent out.
President Taft at Attleboro, made
no reference to Colonel Roosevelt.
He declared that the three years ol
the present administration had been j
progressive years and defied any one
to show a record of more beneficial
legislation accomplished in the same
length oi time.
At Tauton, the president continued
his appeal for the support of the la-
boring people and made his first at-
tack upon Colonel Roosevelt. He
said Colonel rlooseevlt had misrepre
sented and misstated his (the presi--
dent's) speech in reference to the abil--
ity of the people to govern them-
Selves.
"I am In favor of government for
and by the people," he said, and the
crowd yelled its approval.
It Is said by misquotation of what
I said that I distrust the people of
the United States. I deny it, I claim
I represent the people of the United
States with a respect higher and deep
er than anyone who goes about the
country Insisting that the people can
never make a mistake, I say when
they act hastily they can make a mis
take, and I am brave enough to tell
them so, because they know lt them-
selves. That Is what makes this so
great a people.
"I am In favor of government bj
the people, for the people and of th
people and anybody who says that
It am not well, he Is in error."
To Print the Speeches
Washington, April 29. On motion
of Senator Reed of Missouri, a demo-
crat, the Benate today ordered the
printing as public documents Presi
dent Taft's Boston speech of April 25,
relating to Roosevelt,
Mr. Roo8eevK' reply and the presi-
dent's rejoinder as printed in news-
papers yesterday.
Son Will Vote for Him
Cambridge, Mass., April 29. Robert
A. Taft wll sast his first vote at the
primaries here tomorrow. Although
more than a hundred Harvard stu-
dents were disqualified by the elec-
tion officials because they were not
young Taft's right to
claim residence was supported by evi-
dence showing that he could exist,
even if he had no allowance from his
father. He gave his last place ot
residence, previous to entering col
lege, as Washington, stating that hf
had not lived in Cincinnati for six
years.
"Father will get the nomination
without doubt," Taft Junior told the
registrar, "and I expect to vote for
him for the presidency next fall. Ev-
ery American who believes In the
square deal should assure my father
renomlnation and
HARVESTER
TRUST
ROOSEVELT HAS HOT COME-BAC-
FOR SPEECHES OF PRESI-
DENT TAFT
CALLS HIM k GRANDSTANDED
SAYS EXECUTIVE'S ACTION IN
MANY PARTICULARS HAS
BEEN TO GAIN FAVOR
THE FIGHT IS GROWING HOT
BOTH REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES
FOR PRESIDENT CAUSTIC IN
THEIR REMARKS
Boston, April 29. -- Flatly contradict
ing President Taft, Colonel Roosevelt
during his campaign tour of Essex
county today issued a statement re
plying to that made by the president
last night regarding the harvester
'trust" case. The president had stat
ed that "so far as my recollection
goes I never heard the harvester trust
matter mentioned in any cabinet
meeting that I ever attended."
Colonel Roosevelt said in his re
ply, issued in the form of a state
ment written on the train:
"I clearly remember Mr. Taft being
present at such a discussion and tak
ing part In It," He added that the
president had treated this matter "in
way to show that he subordinates
the interest of the people as a whole
to the purposes of securing political
advantage for himself."
Colonel Roosevelt's statement in
part follows:
"Of course, Mr. Taft was away, as
every -- one- knew, while I wag discus
'n this matter in personal interviews
and alter he came nacic, me mauei
repeated was brought up in the cab
inet and discussed at length. Sir.
Bonaparte has stated In the letter
T have quoted that Mr. Taft took the
initiative in approving the course I
followed. Mv merory is lo the same
effect.
"Messrs. Garfield, Strauss, Bonn- -
parte and Cortelyou have stated that
this particular question was discussed
more tnan once in inn oaoinei meet
ing. I clearly remember Mr. ran.
. .
ra.esen1 at one such disCussion
, .t , pt ln lt Unronvpr t re- -
that Mr Taft has now been
.,re8iaent fhree years and two months
ase If he so desired.
' When he came back from his trip
abroad I went over with him, not only
this case, but every other ease of
Importance, such as that of the Ten-
nessee Coal and Iron company, which
I thought mighlt toy any poesibllty.
have any bearing on the general pol- -
i""'
have been taken with a view to trie
effect on the Masbachusetts prima
ries.
"This case illustrates all the differ-ence- s
between the attitude of Mr.
Taft and myself toward big business,
and indeed, towards every species of
business. I handled and have always!ndled eyery qUMtlon Wg busf
ness and of all other business not
from the standpoint of party or fac-
tional advantage, and without the
least regard to my own personal for-
tunes or to the political fortunes of
any one else, but on its merits and
with the sole object of helping reach
a satisfactory conclusion of business
problems in the Interest of the entire
people of the United States.
(Continued on Page Five) a
were not made public to any extent.'
Mr. Marconi said Operator Bride
told him on landing that from 400 to
500 messafc M had been sent from the
Carpathia and acknowledged by the
shore stations.
"How can we ascertain what mes
sages were sent by Mr. lsmny or oth
ers from the Carpathia?" asked 8ena
tor Smith.
"Only by getting the records froff,
the ships themselves," anstwfired Mr.
Marconi. "There is a prohibition
against the publication of these rec
ords in the English law."
Senator Smith said he did not be
lieve that phase of the matter would
affect the present hearing.
"With reference to the Carpathia's
recorde," said Mr. Marconi, "they
now are on a foreign ship in foreignWaters."
"Senator Smith said the committee
desired all messages passing be-
tween the Carpathia and J. Bruce la
may, managing director of the Inter-
national Mercantile Marine, and of-
ficers of the White Star line.
neral Ship Delayed.
ril 29. The following
ge was received here
today ' teonrr aptain Gardeau of the
cable ship Mackay Bennett:
"Delayed by bad weather. Will not
enter port until (in Tuesday."From Captain De Carteret of the
Mlnla this message came today forJ. Bruce Ismay, president of the In
ternatlonal Mercantile Marine:
"Thus far have secured only 13
bodies. All steamers jpesslng say
they saw none. Will $arcb south
and east Monday, but fan give no
hope to their relatives that the miss-
ing will be found. Iceberg, near the
place from 41.6 to 41.19 in'longltude
49.00, moving fast south."
Until the message came ffcm the
Mackay Bennett expectations werej
that the funeral ship would arrive to-
day and day had scarcely broken
when the relatives and friends here
to identify and take home the bod--
e9 aboard that vessel that vessel be i
of
, ,
,13 . ,i.uuiginnn uvn I turn .u.New Orleans, La., April 29.-rle-w
Orleans is en fete for the celebration
of the one hundreth anniversary of
the admission of the statte 'of Louisia-
na to the union. The centennial fes
tlvltles will be conducted under the
auspices of the Louisiana Historical as
society and will continue through the
entire week. The program provides
for historical exercises, banquets, par--
ades and pageants commemorating
the early and later history of Loui-
siana, which has been more pictur-
esque than that of most of the Amer-
ican commonwealths.
WIRELESS SURGERY
PROVES SUCCESSFUL
MAN'S LEG IS AMPUTATED, D-
IRECTING SURGEON BEING 420
MILES AWAY
New Orleans, April" 29 How a la-
borer on Swan Island, a lonely wire-
less station in the gulf, suffered a
crushed foot; how the wireless opera-
tor on the island communicated with
a ship 420 miles away, raised the sur-
geon and got flni to explain the pro-
per way to Amputate; then how the
operator's assistant performed the,
operation. Is a story told by the man-
ager of a big shipping firm today.
New Orleans physicians described it r
as "surgery by wireless."
On Swan Island is a wireless sta
tion, one of the links ln the rhain
to the tropics. When a laborer's
foot was hurt in a tram car accident,
the wireless operator concluded an
operation was imperative. There were
no medical books at hand, and no one
at the station ever had hacked at a
fellow being. Then the operator had
an "Inspiration." He called a fellow
craftsman on a ship 420 miles below
into Lie Caribbean sea. The situation
was explained to the ship's surgeon,
and, detail by detail, he explained
just how the amputation Should be
handled. After the arteries had been
tied and the wound dressed, the pa-
tient recovered his senses and insist-e-
on pressing at the wireless key to
express his thanks. At last accomi'-- '
he was getting well.
V
NAVAL DEPARTMENT ORDERS
GUNBOATS TO BEWARE OF
MEXICAN COALING PORTS
NO CAUSE FOR A JAP SCARE
MINISTER CALERO DECLARES
YELLOW MEN HAVE SCANT
RIGHTS IN MAGDALENA
WAS MERELY A CONCESSION
OFFICIAL ASSERTS THIS GOVERN
ME NT HA8 NO REASON TO
HOLD INVESTIGATION
Washington. April 29. The torpedo
boat destroyers Preble and Perry,
which slipped out of San Diego har-
bor last night, are under orders to
intercept the gunboat Yorktown by
wireless and tell her not to stop at
any Mexican port for coal. In view
of conditions prevaUing in Mexico, it
is deemed Inadvisable to have an
American gunboat drop in at any of
the coast cities.
Consul-Genera- l on Transport
Both the war and navy departments
today denied that the army transport
Buford, now enroute to the west coast
of Mexico to pick up American refu
gees, was to be conveyed by the tor-
pedo boat destroyers Perry and Pre-
ble.
The two vessels, which left San
Diego, California, yesterday, were not
under orders from Washington, but
are operating under direction of thf.
commander-in-chie- f of the torpedt
boat flotilla, with headquarters at
San Francisco, and, as fa as is
known, are not en route to Mexico.
The ftuford will stop at San Diego
at 3 p. m. Tuesday to take on board
Claude E. Guayant, deputy consul
general at Mexico City, who has been
dispatched to Los Mochis to establish
a consular agency there. He will dis
embark at Topolobampo and proceed
overland to Los Mochis. If no Ameri-
cans remain at these places he will
go with the Buford to the other west
coast ports.
Although it is admitted at both the
state and war departments that the
Buford has shipped enlisted men un-
der Captain Herbert J. Brees, it is
explained they are taken merely as a
disciplinary precaution. It was point-
ed out that the Buford in her cruise
likely would pick up Americans of all
classes and It was believed to be desir-
able to have soldiers aboard to pre
serve order.
Will Warn the Yorktown
The gunboat Yorktown is en route
to San Diego from Guayaquil, Ecua-
dor, and had been stopping at various
Central American points on the way
up the coast. She is accompanied by
the collier Prometheus. Commander
Washington of the Yorktown sent a
radiogram to the department saying
he would put in at a Mexican port to
take more coal from the Prometheus.
As the Yorktown left San Jose de
Guatemala and is now at sea, the de
stroyers Preble and Perry were or-
dered to get In communication and
tell him if it was at all possible to try
to make San Oiego without
Calero Makes Statement a
Xew York, April 29. In response to
inquiries as to the recent agitation
regarding Japanese encroachments
at Magdalena Bay, Senor Manuel Oa
Iero, the new Mexican ambassador,
who was in New York today on his
way to Washington, made the follow
lng statement:
"There is no Japanese question in
Mexico and this talk about the Jap- -
"Viese and Magdalena Bay is ridicul
m. It isurd that you Americans
Bdtaould Jercised about the grant
'Sktf a private fishing consesslon to7w l Such concessions are held
gllsh, by Norwegians and
a
'esama sad it is nothing more
business transaction in
--
"" to the V1b ionaries are reapoii- -
to no LSi andn government,iie whole thinjL in the world.ined f0 make tt ,?eane have
untrue. Refno t . "lutelv
saw that Senat
M Clfy,,,
""sJ nan askedT
return handsome revenues on the In-
vestment.
"The contention of the lumber com-
panies was that the tracks and loco-
motives serving their mills and which
have been incorporated under the
state statutes as railroad common
carriers are entitled to receive allow
ances from the trunk lines for the
services preformed for the proprit- -
ary companies.
"The commission holds that thci
common ownership of an industry
and a short line serving it is not in
itself sufficient to divest the railroad
of its status as a common carrier,
The commission holds, however, thatand u ,g nonsense to say that during
each case must stand on its own that Hme he ha8 not nad the fuiiest
facts." (opportunity to act on the harvester
NOTED FRENCH AVIATOR
is SEKioubLY urn
JULES VEDRINtS THIS MOfiN.NG
dor Straus, Colonel John Jae
.
tor, Charles M. iiaysy Benjamin
Guggenheim and Major Archibald
Butt.
"Wtlv HH vau nnt trot arv rantr inJ " " J t' ' J -
these messages, sent by high officials
of tne Marconi company?"
"I have no explanation to give ex-
cept that the operators, I believe,
were busy on the Carpathia all the
time sending messages from the sur-
vivors on board to their families and
relatives and friends ashore."
Mr. Marconi said he did not be-
lieve that the captain of the Carpa-
thia had any disposition to prevent,
the sending of news.
F. M. Sammls, chief engineer of the
American Marconi company, also tes-
tified, explaining what had actuated
him ln sending messages to Operators
Bride and Cottam on rbe Carpathia
to hold their stories for "four fig-
ures." He had made an arrangement
with a newspaper for them to sell
their personal stories and had sent
the messages to the "boys" informing
them of that fact.
"If, as a matter of fact the wireless
operators on the Carpathia were busy
so busy they could not answer mes-
sages from the managers of the com-
pany which employed them Is there
not some means of checking up the
exact amount of the business they ac-
tually transmitted during those four
days " the senator asked.
"Yes," Mr. Marconi answered, "it
would take time, we would have to
check up with the Carpathia."
The senator suggested that Mr.
Marconi find out Just how much busi-
ness was done by the operators and
whom it was transacted with. He
said If passengers on the Carpathia
were sending as many messages as
had been claimed he thought it
strange that the public did not get
the news from relatives of the sur-
vivors.
Chief Engineer Sammls interrupt-
ed to explain that he had handled all
the messages from the family oi
M. Hays of the Grand Trunk, and
the Astors and that the Information
did come that neither Mr. Hays nor
Mr. Astor was on board.
"We can show that during those
days personal messages were coming
from the Carpathia at the rate of 40
to 50 an hour," said Mr. Sammls.
HAD SLRIOUS FALL iN P.- - ;,.y (!f the administration. If he
RISIVN SUBURB. thought that the action I took in
' the harvester oas was in any way ln- -
Paris, April 29. Jules Veunn-s- , tho adequate or reprehensible, it was his
most famous and uiOdi popular avia-- . !uty when he was in my cabinet to
tor of Kance. is probably fatally in- - protest and It was even more his
juied as a result oi a lull witn l.is duty after he became president to act
monoplane this morning, at St. Denis, at once.
suburb of Paris, while Hying from "The action, which after three years
Douai, in tin uepu: troent of the Nordfjof inaction, he actually took last week
to Madrid. i must have been taken with the Lori- -
Vedrines was ambitious to create! senator, who ln'ro-- .
. rtm.o.l thn resolution and could onlynew recora tor an airman oy uy-
D.ri. Tt.,irU.iuv in hi
Deperdusslu monoplane on the way
to Brussels, but. owing to motor trou-- j
ble, decided not to proceed further;
than Douai, a distance of about 117'
miles, which he completed In one!
hour and 40 minutes. This morning
he had succeeded in getting his motor
Into proper working order again
He was seen flying over St. Denis,
northeastern suburb of Paris, where
he made a rapid descent from a
height of 600 feet when the accident
happened. The aviator was found to
have a fractured skull. He was placed
on a train and conveyed to Paris,
where he was taken to a hospital and
the operation of trepanning was at
0nce performed, but his condition Is
believed to be hopeless
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC MONDAY, APRIL i, 1912.TWO
did not bring out in hlg paper, aa the
"THE CAMPUS" IStrouble from It under the wheel
loads at that ume van not acute, is
the eccentric loading of the rail."
EXCESS LOADS
CAUSE RAIL
FAILURES
JOLLY COMIC
OPERAHORSE THIEVES
-
LEGISLATIVE NEWS.
Santa Fe, N. M. April 29. The
lowingi official business was trans-
acted Saturday by the house of the
New Mexico legislature, the senate
being in recess:
Floor Leader W. H. H. Llewellyn
skillfully steered House Bill No. 17,
the medical bill, based on the Texas
law and the Massachusetts statute,
allowing what is called "medical lib-
erty," between the Scylia of those
who would throw down the bars en
CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE SANTA
IN CAPITAN
RANGE
THERE IS SOMETHING IN ITS
MAKE-U- P THAT PLEASES
EVERYBODY.
Ovir Weekly
DOLLAR SALE
HON DAY and TUESDAY
...ONLY...
These first-of-th- e week sales are proving even more popular than did our After Supper Sales.
Unusual values and sufficient quantities in desirable and needed articles are bound to meet the ap-
proval of all interestedthat is the secret of our success with these Special Sales. Attend this one
and see what splendid values are to be had.
CASH ONLY--N- O TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
FE EXPLAINS REASON FOR
ACCIDENTS.
Railroad men all over the country
are talking about the steel rail failure
Investigations. Not only the railroad
RANCHERS IN VICINITY OF ROS
WELL ARE HARASSED BY A
DESPERATE tlO
Regarding "The Campus" the new
musical comedy of college life by
Walter De Leon, which is soon to ap-
pear here, much has been said and
written of the tremendous vogue
which it already has obtained. This
new musical play is one of the cleantf,w,.,ii
M M.. AdtII 29. Horse
men but the public is interested in
what has been declared one of the
chief causes of wrecks and loss of
life on railway travel.
C. A. Morse, Chief engineer of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe In To-pek-a
has written an article for the
thieves and cold nights, the latter very
unhealthy to the thousands of little
arrivine on the ranches.
are banes to the existence of all the
tirely and the charybdis of those who
would nail them up high. Represen-
tative Catron watched the legal and
technical points and helped ut the
bill In proper form In the committee
of the whole, which arose and report-
ed the measure with amendments to
the house-- which ordered it printed
with the amendments prior to final
passage next week, this being the
third time that the bill is to be print-
ed In each language. The proceedings
printed Friday took the bill up to
section 11.
"Or her," was Inserted In Section
11. Catron movad to substitute
"shall" for "may" in the clause giv
Railway Age-Gaset- In which he j ranchmen northwest of Roswell among
the foothills of the El Capitan range
nt mmintnins. A number of horses
loonnenmrl from ranches In
points out a new rail failure feature
that of too heavy loads.
Here is what Chief Engineer Morse
says in part:
"The question of rail failures Is a
very live one at the present time, and
that section, and about a third of the
mighty crop of lambs on the sheep
ranches are being froren by the ex- -
tAmnAmhira fnr this time Of
is naturally the subjedpof Investlga-"'"- " according to'the now prevailing,yeartlon and by all rail- -
est and best college pieces bo far pre-
sented and while Its atmosphere Is
that of the college still its appeal is
to all classes pf people to the person
who has been to college, to the per-
son who hopes to go to college, to the
person who has never been to col-
lege) or ever expects to go to one, the
interest In "The CampuB" is Just as
vital, because although it has the col-
lege atmosphere it Is still vibrant
with life, light, color and the spirit
of youth, so that it appeals to every-
one. This play has already aehlevtd
a remarkable run and has been a
wonderful success wherever present-
ed and It comes here fresh and new
In Its brightness, absolute-
ly unspoiled. "The Campus" has a
plot and a very decided one which
holds the Interest straight through to
the end. The company which will
pjjtswif the piece here 's the original
comnanv in its entirety, every mem
by every railway a party of Roswell men who return
.associations interested in main- -
10 YDS. 12c DRESS GINGHAM $1.00
Choice of our entire stock of 12ic Dress
Gingham, including Red Seals and Toule du
Norde brands, new patterns and fast colors,
10 yds. for $1.00
3 YDS. 50c CHINA SILK $1.00
Good China Silk, all colors, black and white,
27 inches wide, worth 50c per yard for Monday
and Tuesday, special,
3 yds. tor $t.OO
4 PR. 35c SILK HOSE $1.00
Women's pure silk hose with lisle thread
tops, heels and toes, absolutely fast color, black
only, worth 35c per pair, special
4 Pr. for $1.00
CHILDREN'S $2.00 OXFORDS $1.00
Broken lines of children's Oxfords including
a variety of styles in Patent Leather, Vici Kid,
Tan Strap and White Canvas, sizes 5 to lj,
worth $1,25 to $2.00, special,
Par Pair $1.00
MEN'S $1.7S CLUETT SHIRTS $1.00
Men's "Clutt" shirts, either plain or pleated
bosom, light or dark patterns, all sizes, worth
$1.75 each
Special, each $1.00
$1.25 WHITE PETTICOATS $1.00
Women's white petticoats, well made from
good material, neatly trimmed with either Lace
or Embroidery, several patterns, worth $1.25,
Special, oach $1.00
It ha perhaps been natural ed from
a week's visit to Blanchard
Brothers' ranch, 65 miles northwest.
All the ranchmen and their em-
ployes are keeping a sharp lookout
for the gang of desperadoes who have
been harassing them, and consequent-
ly the thieves have been compelled to
seek a hiding place high up In the
ing the board of medical examiners
the right to refuse certificates to ap-
plicants for certain causes. This
amendment as well as several other
verbal changes were adopted.
In section 12, the word "shall" was
also substituted for "may" directing
the district judge to revoke any li-
cense upon proof of violation of the
law The words "and for violation of
for railway companies to feel that
the quality of rail furnished In the
larger sections was not equal to what
had formerly been 'furnished In the
smaller sections.
"This has caused the manufacturers
to investigate the quality of steel
rails being made at the present time.
Accidents due to broken rails, such
mountains out of reach of the ordln
ery citizens, who dare not Medicalthe ethics of the American39the wilderness of canyons inAoQncistlon ' were also Inserted
nftpr them. ' ber of whieh having oeen selected as
The band Is composed oJKwo jJIStPT
leans and white man an (HI ffsj$anil
a half-bree- d Indian, and it is
that between the quintet they are
thoroughly familiar with the entire
length of the El Capitan range, and
are in a position to almost defy cap
Section 12.
Section 13 was adopted as printed.
Verbal changes were made in Section
14 by Catron, so that a violation may
be punished with fine or Imprison-
ment or by both. House moved to
strike out "and each day of such vio-
lation shall constitute a separate of-
fense." After an argument against
the amendment by Catron, House
withdrew his amendment.
Sections 15 and 16 were adopted as
the type of the character which they
enact. Ferris Hartman, the well
known star comedian, has a splendid
character part In that of "Bismarck"
the college janitor, which combines
a charming bit of pathos with a world
of merriment. Mr. DeLeon, the young
author himself has a congenial role,
while Miss "Muggins" Davies, per-
haps the most charming soubrette
now before the public has also a
snlendld role in the piece. Roscoe
Las Veas'LeadingStore
&.&o$&nwu& & Sonture.
as that on the Lenign vaney, navn
started the national government in-
vestigating the same subject, and
some of the state railway commlssolns
have also begun to look into the mat-
ter. In the report to the interstate
commerce commission on the Lehigh
Valley accident, James E3. Howard, of
the United States Bureau of stand-
ards, intimates that the limit of
wheel loads for steel rails has been
reached.
"Apparently, however, the investi-
gations and inquiries are all pointed
solely to the chemical composition of
the steel In the rail and to the pro-
cess of manufacture. Little, if any-
thing, has been said, or apparently
Thus far no concerted aotlon has
ben taken against the bandits, but it
was reported that an or der for a
squad of mounted police had been South SidePla5iEstablished 186fcread.dispatched to Samta Fe. The gang
and a price has ben set on the Arbuckle,
the jolly and equally fat oppoBed Section 17, which
comedian, has a virile part in that of he gald lftld flown all tne bars, and
Tat." Accompanying Mr. Hartman ) m permIt tne m08t selfish, super-I- s
a large company of over 40 Pe-- 1 BtltloUB and ignorant to levy toll on
is reported to be In desperate straits,
heads of two of Its members. That
their capture will be effected only af-
ter a hard flgfit Is generally admit
bers of the quartette, ranging in agepie. The music of "The Campus'
done within the late decade looking from 16 to 20 years, already have been
tried and convicted.
the innocent public. He said he would
offer an amendment that would toler-
ate every religious claim, every
tea by all thOBe familiar with the op-
erations of the thieving band, and the
character of Its. members.
to improved design of rails ana
wheels, except the adoption of the
American Railway association rail
range the whole system when enter-
ing it through the mucous surfaces.Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reput-
able physicians as the damage theywill do Is ten fold to the good youcan possibly derive from them. Hall'sCartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0 con-
tains no mercurv. and la ain i.
DESTROYER JENKINS LAUNCHED
which Is published by the Witmarks,
is one of the delightful features of
the play, and the songs have all prov-
en very successful sellers. The big
song hits are "Is Everybody Happy."
"I Leave It to You," "The Same Old
Baih, Mer, April 23, The torpedo
'and a little cfcmge he
school of practice, every belief, but
that would at the same time protect
the people against contagious dis-
ease and against incompetency. His
amendment was: "Provided, no
OKLAHOMA LEAGUE TO OPEN
Guthrie, Okla., April 29. Officials
of the Oklahoma Starte Baseball
league report everything in readiness
for the opening of the season tomor
row. The organization this year Is
made up exclusively of Oklahoma
towns, the circuit comprising McAles-ter- ,
Oklahoma City, Guthrie, Ar.adar
ko, Tusla, Okmulgee and Holdenville
The schedule Is split into two sea
sons, the first to close on Tune .10 and
the second on Labor Day,
tte fillets to car wheelL IW'1
Love," the novelty duet, "How-de-d-is 9wr ternally, acting directly upon thethe transactions of the. Ajncrl- - r. Hartman-- s spienaia song i3eioIC i charg6 snall be madei nor compensa-- IAre Old" and the rousing "Pipe , PntHv. rift or thing ofocletv of Civil Knsiaeers ior
boat destroyer Jenkins was launched
today at the yards of ithe Bath Iron
works. The Jenkins Is a sister ship
to the Jouett, which was recently
launched at the same yards. She is
293 feet long and will have a speed
of 29.5 knots. The Jenkins was nam-
ed In honor of the late Rear Admiral
Thornton A. Jenkins, who was known
as 'the father of the lighthouse
board." Miss Alice Thornton Jenkins
VSmmmwammmaw- jjTf&st
oiooa ana mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying Hall's CatarrhCure be sure you get the genuine Itis taken internally and made In To-
ledo, Ohio, by p. J. Cheney & CoTestimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price 76c perbottle.
Take Hall's frnmlW Olll. N
then chief engineer of the Chicago
value be given or received, either
di-
rectly or indirectly, for treating of
mental or physical ailments, unless
the practitioner passes the medical
examination as in this act provided."
Chrisman moved to table the
amendment makine an address in
"Wwman's Work is Never Done"
It is the faithful woman In the
home, who does the cooking, sweep-
ing, dusting, washing and ig, anv
bitlous to keep hjMfltiff?eHt'
a pin, nad often mrTing two or three
children who require care and atten-
tion, who calls for our sympathy. Ov-
erwork is ths result. Outraged nature
aserts itself in time and female trou-
bles appear.
Such women should remember that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound Is the exact, medicine they
need when their strength is overtaxed
and female weakness and derange-
ments make life a burden. For near-
ly 40 years it has been the standard
remedy for such troubles.
and SteiA Song." The costuming of
"The Campus" is new and elegant
and the scenic Investiture is adequate
In every particular. Aside from the
fact that this is the first appearance
of Ferris Hartman In this section in
years, it is a matter of great gratifi-
cation to theater-goer- s that he comes
In such a fine musical comedy as
"The Campus" has proven Itself to be.
Seat sale will open tomorrow.
sitipatlon.
It isn't the proper thing for a girl
to practice on a vocal range whife
her poor old mother practices on a
cooking range.
of Washington, D, C, a daughter of
the late Rear Admiral, performed the
christening ceremony at the
favor of his motion, until the presid-
ing officer ruled that a motion to ta-
ble is not debatable.
The amendment was tabled.
Section 18, the last section was
PILE3 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. 50c
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely deThe Owtic prints aTl the news.
Milwaukee & St. Paul, wrote an ex-
haustive article on thr subject of
"Qyjlndrlcal Wheels and Flat Tor
Ralls for Railways." At the time thii
paper was written, axle loads were
only about half what they are now
and rails were very much fighte.
but Mr. Whittemore called attention
In this paper to the fact that even un-
der the wheel loads of that period,
owing to the small area of contact
between the wheel and the rail, the
elastic limit of the metal In the rail
was exceeded. If that was true t
that time what must be the condition
at the present time with 20,000 pound
wheel loads on 34 Inch wheels and
30,000 to 35,000 pound wheel loads on
69 to 79 Inch wheels.
"One point which Mr. Whittemore
adopted as read.WOMEN'S GOLF TOURNEY
San Francisco, Calif., April 29.
Everything is In readiness for the
annual tournament of the California
Women's Golf association, which Is
to be held this week on the Ingleside
links. The program calls for the
usual contests in flights, bogle handi-
caps, driving, approaching and
Tou will look a good while before
you find a better medicine for coughs
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. It not only gives relief--it
cures. Try it when you have a
cough or cold, and you are certain
to be pleased with the prompt cure
which It will effect. For ale by alldealers.
The committee adopted the bill as
amended, rose and reported to the
house its action. The report waB
adopted.
On motion of Catron, the bill was
amended so as to have it go into ef-
fect 90 days after the adjournment of
the legislature. The hill was ordered
printed with amendments.
Competent Interpreters.
In Octaviano Perea and D. A. Orte-
ga, the houses possesses two espe-
cially well qualified Interpreters.
WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
Surplus
$50,000.00 WILSON AND UNDERWOODJacksonville, Fla,, April 20 In the
statewide democratic primary tomor-
row the voters of Florida will record
(their preferences fpr nominees for
the presidency, for the governorship
and other state offices, for nominees
J. M. CUNNINQMAn, President!
FRANK SPRINGER Vice Prr.ldint O. T. HOSKMS, Cashier
for representatives in congress anajL AS VEGAS for the legislature and minor offices.
The contest for the presidential in
dorsement will he confined to Wood- -
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS row Wilson and Oscar W. Underwood.
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a'protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
H Aiwayo Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
Las Vegas Sa.yjfVgs Bank
Theirs are the only names that will
appear on the ballot. Most Interest
centers In the contest for the gover-
norship, for which there are five as-
pirants. They are Cromwell Gibbons
of Jacksonville, Park M. Trammell of
Lakeland, John W. Watson of Mia-
mi, William H. Milton of Mariana and
B. M. Semple of Key West". Bach of
the three present representatives in
congress Is a candidate for renomlna-tlo- n
and each has opposition. In ad-
dition there are four candidates for
congressman-at-large- .
Capital Stock, $.0,000.00
Office with the S MligBcl National Bank J'Win. G. HayH. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskta
President
Vice President
Treasurer
itYOUTH ON TRIAL FOR MURDERWalkerville, Calif., April 29. John
Nelson, one of the four youths charg-
ed with the murder of Peter Roberts
In the Mad river country near here
last February, was arraigned in court
today for trial. The three other mem- -
Interest P,M on Deposis
LAI VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1912. "pHR
NEW RULES FOR MASSACHUSETTS IN COMPETITION FOR V
V V THE OPTIC'S CUPSTRAY
TOPICS FROM LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
'
'
As Bob waited very Lrtpa"t'Btl- - lor
the train to stop, he i..cci three-youn-
fellows coming dowu the aisle
as if looking for some one. As tbey
spied Bob with the school color In his
button hole, the one in the lead nod- -
and his friends were at the supper
table, when Lemano was called down
to the store. When he entered the
store, anticipating no danger, he was
attacked by several men who had
been waiting for him. Several shots
were fired at him and when bis wife
hastened down stairs she stumbled
over the body of her husband. Two
men were at that moment running out
of the store. Lemano died a few
moments later and his murderres es-
caped, leaving no clue of their iden
tlty.
that his voice had to be tested. Nov,
he had a rich tenor, but wham h
started to sing, such remarks as ha
was presented with were enough to
make a person think he had no volot
at all. But nevertheless Bob sang
his best, not believing or taking to.
heart what had been sa.d.
Soon everybody went off to bed,
and after our hero had been dreaming
for about an hour, he was awakened
with a shake, and started when ho
saw that six white figures were in hU
room. One of them put a gag in hit
mouth and then the others earned
him quietly down the building to tho
shore of the lake.
There they got Into a boat and
rowed out a little way from the chore
and then went around in a circle
Bob was told to dive into the watel
and if he didn't do it they would
throw him In.
The night being dark, Bob could
not see the shore line very clearly
and as he had been blindfolded, he
did not know that what seemed to
him to be quite a ways out, was la
reality only a short distance. So bob
prepared himself for deep water end
tsnddM
THET URNING
POINT
TAFT FORCES BELIEVE IF THEY
CARRY IT, THERE'LL BE
SMOOTH SAILING AHEAD
Boston, Mass., April 29. After one
of the hottest political campaigns
Massachusetts has Been, in years, the
state-wid- e presidential preference
primary will be held tomorrow. The
primaries will be confined to the se-
lection of delegates who will repre
sent Massachusetts In the coming na
tional convention of the republican
and democratic parties. The names of
Taft, Roosevelt and La Pollette will
appear on the republican ballot. On
the democratic ballot will appear the
names of Wilson and Clark. Governor
Foss withdrew his name from the
ballot, though he stiU remains a re
ceptive candidate for the democratic
presidential nomination and is ex-
pected to receive the support of the
Massachusetts delegates when the
first ballot is taken at the Baltimore
convention. Tomorrow's primaries
will determine who is to have the
support of Massachusetts when it be-
comes apparent that Governor Foss
Obas no chance for the nomination.
As early as last November astute
politicians predicted that Massachu-
setts would be as interesting politi-
cally this year as some of the other
states that have been known In the
past as doubtful. In verification of
this prediction It is only necessary
to point to the fact that both Presi-
dent Taft and Colonel Roosevelt have
paid three visits each to the Bay
state since the contest between the
two began in earnest.
Encouraged by the of
Governor Foss and the defeat of the
regular republican candidate last fall
the progressive republicans deter-
mined months ago to make a hard
fight in Massachusetts this year. At
first they hoped for nothing more
than to prevent a solid delegation be-
ing sent to the national convention
for President Taft. But developments
of the past two months have so en-
couraged the progressives that the
leaders will be disappointed if they
do not capture the. entire delegation
for Roosevelt at tomorrow's primar-
ies.
Since the Massachusetts primaries
are not complicated with local fights
of any kind they will offer a test of
sentiment different from any lha has
gone before. It is a straight-ou- t con
test between Taft and Roosevelt, on
the republican side, and rot a single
state or county office will be affect- - j
ed by the results. They will not
even be indicative of sentiment af-
fecting the governorship, or nationa
issues, for that matter, for the state
convention is eliminated under the
new primary law rnd the Massachu-
setts delegates to Chicago and Bal-
timore will not be governed even
by a platform.
If Colonel Roosev.elt succeeds in
carrying Massachusetts it will mean,
in the opinion of his managers, that
there will be no chance to check his
triumphal march toward the nomina-
tion. As the situation stands, the
Taft people feel comparatively safe,
but at the same time they realize the
moral effect of a Roosevelt victory
In Massachusetts. They think that If
Roosevelt carries the state the dele-
gates from southern states, always an
uncertain quantity, will very likely
flop over to the Roosevelt band wag-
on and create trouble, if not disaster,
at Chicago.
While the situation in Massachu- -
New York, April 29. The sinking
of the Titanic and the lose of many
hundreds of prec'ous lives resulting
from it have cast a deep gloom over
the city and it will orobably bs some
time before the people will recover
completely from the shock. It Is true,
business goes on without interruption
and even the places of amusemenf
are frequented as ever, but the sym-
pathies of the people are deeply stir-
red, nevertheless. The wave of hys-
teria which always follows in the
wake of a great calamity has not yet
subsided and the mental equilibrium
of the masses Is not yet completely
restored. Time will gradually sub
due the nervous strain from which
every one seems to be suffering and
all things will return to their nor-
mal condition, but at present the ner-
vous excitement is still great and
manifests, Itself in hysterical efforts,
well meant tut utterly Impracticable
and abortive.
The wreck of the giant liner, the
scenes on board as described so grat-icall- y
by some of the survivors, the
heroism displayed by many of the
men In the moments of supreme dan-
ger still form an inexhaustible topic
f discussion at the fireside, in the
offices, shops and, In fact, in all pub-
lic places. The soul-stirrin- g tragedy
of the sea has plunged the whole na
tion In grief and aroused even among
the most callous and indifferent the
best thoughts and deepest sympathies
they are capable of. The generous
manner in which rich and poor alike
are contributing to the fund for the
relief of those survivors of the catas
trophe who lost In the wreck all but
their lives, shows how deeply the
masses have been stirred. What can
be done to prevent a repetition of
such a disaster in the future is not
quite clear, but It Is expected that the
future will eventually bring some so-
lution of the problem.
The new lighthouse which the gov-
ernment had built on Richmond
Heights, Staten Island, to guide ships
entering New York harbc-- through
Ambrose Channel, has been placed in
commission, and, every night its fixed
white ray of 300,000 candle power will
blase out to sea, visible, In fair weath-
er, for 35 miles. As the lighthouse
occupies one of the most command-
ing positions on the crest of the hills,
it will be clearly seen In day time
for a great distance. The tower,
which is of red brick and on a
sase of white limestone, rises to n
height of 100 feet from the ground
thus placing the light 231 feet above
mean low water. The light Is fur-
nished by oil vapor and is condensed
by a powerful lense.
The new lighthouse stands about
IS miles north of the Ambrose Light-
ship, yet the light from the shore can
he seen farther out than that of the
lightship. Owing to the fact that the
new light is fixed, it will be easily
distinguished at sea from the famous
light of the Highlands of Navesink,
which flashes out its great white ray
at intervals of several seconds.
The recent death, under Intensely
dramatic circumstances, of a prosper-
ous Italian merchant In this city
cleary shows that the organization of
the Black Hand is still active and as
dangerous as ever. About one month
ago Pilipo Lemano, a wealthy grocer,
received a Black Hand letter couched
in the usual terms and demanding
from him a sum of $1,000. Lemano
paid no attention to the letter and did
not even notify the police authori-
ties. Two weeks later he received a
second letter from the Black, Hand,
in which he was threatened with
death should he fail to leave $1,000 in
a tin receptacle on the steps of his
store at a certain time. Lemano con-
sidered the matter as a hoax and in
a spirit of fun arranged a farewell
dinner for a few friends for the even-
ing fixed by the Black Hand for the
delivery of the money.
It was after 8 o'clock and Lemano
5.S.S. A
Not onlv its proven ability to cure,
HANDLING
MAIL
IN THE FUTURE UNDELIVERED
LETTERS WILL BE HELD
ONLY FIVE DAYS
In accordance with a recent ruling
of Postmaster General Frank Hitch
cock undelivered mail of the first
class will be returned to the sender
with but little delay if the persons
to whom it is addressed cannot be
lccated. The length of time for hold
ing mail of this variety has been fix
ed as follows:
Five days, if intended for delivery
by city or rural carrier.
Ten days, if intended for general
delivery service at an office having
city carrier service.
Fifteen days from offices not hav
ing city carrier service, unless Intend
ed for delivery by rural carrier.
Other new rulings are as follows:
A request upon drop letter for Its
return to the writer at another post- -
office will not be respected unless
the letter is prepaid with one full
rate of postage, two cents.
An unclaimed letter bearing the
card of a hotel, school or college or
any public institution appearing upon
the envelope as an advertisement
must not be returned unless the card
Includes the printed or written re-
quest for the return.
If a prepaid letter bearing a return
card is opened inadvertently or upon
a wrong delivery, it will be returned
to the writer without additional
charge.
An undelivered letter bearing a re
turn card and prepaid one full rati
but not wholly prepaid, will be re
turned to the mailing office to be de
livered to the sender upon his pay
ment of the postage due.
Every piece of first class mail re-
turned in accordance with sender's
return card, must bear on its face an
endorsement of the reason for its re--
turn, such as "refused." "removed,"
"deceased," "unclaimed," 'cannot be
found," "present address unknown,"
"address Incomplete," and so forth,
and must also in every instance be
endorsed "return to writer" and bear
a postmark showing the date of return
and the name of the postotflce from
which returned. The original address
should be cancelled, but must not be
obliterated or rendered illegible.
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the weeklng ending April 27, 1912:
Alamogordo Sheep company; Do-
mingo Butierrez; Wm. Burgess; W.
S. Clark; Miss Edith Cowen; Mrs.
Viveca Gerdes; vMrs. A. V. Gerdes;
C. W. Holslngton (2); .Tudge Hopp
skins; Mrs. Charles A. Hall; Mc Mc--
Mean; J. W. McMIchael; Dan O'Hara;
Miss Marie Rousell; Rio Grande Land
company; Roy A. Smith; Charles E,
Simpson; Wallace S. Stalker (7); J,
J. Shafer; Roger M. Smith; Miss To--
nita Trujillo.
Letters held for postage:
Miss Mary Mc A. Bryce, Durango,
Colo.
Postcard held for better direction;
Miss Mary Gabriel, 2817, Dalton ave
nue. City,
When calling for the above please
ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
BOWLING TOURNAMENT
Louisville, Ky April 29. A record-breakin- g
number of entries reported
here today for the opening of the an
nual championship tournament of the
Kentucky State Bowling association.
In addition to the many local en
tries the list includes team and in-
dividual bowlers from Lexington,
Owensboro, Paducah, Danville and
other Kentucky cities.
The exceptional quality of our lea
has made us many new customers.
We would like to include you among
the number. Our prompt delivery
and courteous treatment of custom-
ers; the purity and high quality of
our Ice, combined with our new and
sanitary methods will merit your ap-
proval.
CRYSTAL ICE COMPANY
Phone Main 227.
GRATE FIRE REFLECTIONS.
In an easy chair before the fire-
place sits an old lady. The wavy hair
that once was a golden brown, falls
carelessly down over her shoulders
In a shimmering mass of silvery gray.
The Boft white dress has been re-- ,
placed by one of mournful black. Ad
immense oak log has just been placed
upon the grate and as the flames leap
higher and higher, her thoughts turn
to a time long ago when as a girl she
had sat before the same fireplace and
conversed with a tall handsome lad
dressed in the uniform of a Yankee
officer.
In her chair she shivered. It was
not the sudden giust of wind that
caused the chill, but the scent of
roses on the mahogany table at her
tide, and her interlocked arms were
inessed closer to her breast.
Out on the still night air the town
clock struck 12 strokes with clear de-
liberation. From the hall below they
were repeated, and from the mantle
behind her the clock chimed softly.
She closed her eyes.
Was it a hundred or a thousand
years ago that she used to sit on her
father's knees and recite her lessons
to him, and as' a reward have him
read to her, stories of breathless ad-
venture and impossible happenings
And what splendid comrades she and
her father had been. No one was
competent to teach her, so he
thought, and how be loved to sh
her off to his friends. What a" s
Ish little elf she had been allowed
be! How selfish they had botbT) PH
Their books a passion, travel their de--
light, they had lived largely apart, ;
come and gone as they chose, cared
little for what others said or thought,
and yet when the var broke out they
were back, passionate defenders of
their cause, and in their hearts hot
hate for those who sought to crush it.
And then It was pride measured us
lance with love, and won. The awak-
ening of her womanhood and the
mockery of life had come, hand In
hand, and henceforth she was a dif-
ferent creature.
Eighteen. Young, brilliant and
beautiful. Up to that time the gods
had been good to her, and then they
taunted her, made spring in her heart
love for one only love that must bej
crushed and killed, for the mn who
alone could Inspire it, wore the hated
blue, was there to fight against her
people, and never must she marry,
him, she 'told herself. She had mefcj
him on a visit north, and it was a.
whim of fate that he should be cap-- j
tain rf nno tf tho, rnmmnfpH tflVirtflr
"T
Possession of a nearby town with.
headquarters in the house next her
own. Friend and foe they met dally.
and battle was never waged more
hotly than was theirs. On his part,
determination that never yields. On
hers, pride that never surrenders
and then one day there was a change
in orders. His regiment was sent
away to battle. She had bid him go,
refused to promise in the years to
come, she would ever be his wife, and
the look on his fine face had follow-
ed her through life.
A month later he was brought in
and by her order, to her house. Fatally
wounded, in delirium her name was
ever on his Hps, but in his eyes blank-nes- s.
And on her knees by his bed,
in agony she had prayed that for one
moment light might come into them
that she might pray for pardon ere be
died. But no light came and he died,
not knowing that for her lov, too,
was dead.
Again she stirred and as the last
embers of the burning log died out,
Beemed to 8e herself. This lime
by an open grave. White, rigid, ciect
she 'watched with tearless eyes the
lowering not of a mere bodv in the
ground, but the burying of all youth
has the right to ask of life. Her
love. E. G.
BOB'S FIRST DAY
AWAY AT SCHOOL.
He left his home town with a bri.'t
full of pleasant anticipations as to
how his first day at the Lakeside
academy would be spent. He had ev-
erything planned out Just how he
would be met at the station and ho.v
everyobdy would look up to him at
the school, because of his fatim's
name and importance in the political
world. But, things were not de-
stined to turn out In the way that
Bob wanted them to, as he spesdily
found out.
Some of the last-yea- T students,
having reached school a day ahead of
time, learned of the coming of this
particular boy.and also learned that
Bob Evans was rather proud, so tL.y
at once planned how they would tone j
him down, and made preparations torj
meeting the morning 'ram.
The automatic alarm in the cei
tral office of the Holmes Electric Pre
tectlve company rang the other even-
ing and the indicator showed that
the alarm came from a jewelry store
on Grand street. The only man avail-
able at the time to be sent to inves-
tigate was a young man of slightbuilt
and undersized. Armed only with an
electric torch he went to the build-
ing, whence the alarm came, let him-
self in with a pass key and ascended
the stairs so quietly the two burg-
lars who were still busy trying to
break into the jeweler's shop were com-
pletely surprised when be turned his
electric torch on them and command-
ed "Hands Up". The burglars obey-
ed and, having vainly tried to bribe
their captor, marched in front of him
to the office of the protective com-
pany. Later they were turned over
to the police.
Professor Hyslop, who has achiev
ed considerable notoriety by the sim
ple manner in which he allowed him-
self to be taken in by Madame Palladi-n- o
and other alleged spiritualistic me-
diums, is evidently eager for more
laurels of similar variety. For a man
of some reputation in scientific cir-
cles Dr. Hyslop possesses more than
ordinary moral courage. Although he
must fuly realize that his reputation
as a scientist is at stake he con-
tinues to dabble in spiritualism, an
easy victim of weak-minde- d or cun-
ning women pretending to be me
diums. Quite recently Professor Hy
slop has made the wonderful "dlscov
ery" that the spirit of Frank R. Stock
ton, the late American novelist, is
continuing his literary work through
the person of a young woman who
had never shown any literary ability
before the 'spirit" of Stockton took
possession of her.
BUTLER TO RETIRE
Albuquerque, N. M., April 29. An
nouncement was made yesterday by
B. C. Butler, manager of the Albu
querque Gas, Electric Light and Pow
er company, that he would sever his
connection with the corporation June
1. Mr. Butler tendered his reslgna
tion to the Federal Light and Power
company, of New York, which owns
the Albuquerque corporation, about
two weeks ago, and yesterday receiv
ed word from the head officials of the
company that his resignation' had
been accepted.
It is not known who will succeed
Mr. Butler. The latter has other
plans for the future, but does not care
to announce them for the present. He
was manager of the Albuquerque
company, several years, when he was
transferred to Trinidad, Colo., to take
charge of the Southern Colorado
Power company, one of the largest
concerns of its kind in the southwest.
About six months ago he returned to
this city and resumed the manager-
ship of the local company.
Mr. Butler is one of the best known
men in his line of business in the
west and his Albuquerque friends will
learn with regret of his resignation.
It is also rumored, unofficially,
that C. K. Durbin, formerly of this
city, but now general superintendent
of the Federal Light and Power com
pany, with headquarters in New York
will retire from this corporation at
an early date.
Read The Optic.
MAKES
LASTING CURE
but its absolute safety as a remedy,
1 . , nn ol.,., tVii IffiutnA ,.n
the root, and by purifying the blood
and permanently cures the trouble.
ded to his companions and the th.ee
of them picked Bob and his suit case
up and carried him bodily from the
train.
Once on the platform', they were
joined hy three other lads. One ol
the latter boys took the new boy
hat from his head and replaced it
with a little skull cap made of the
most hideous plaid material imagin-
able. Up to this momment, Bob had
been completely dazed, but now he
awoke to the situation, and, being a
muscular boy, demanded ai explamv
tion. All that he could get out of hfc.
captors was that they were going
conduct him to his dormitory, If he
would be so kind as to walk on. The
boys threatened to carry him through
the streets If he showed any resist-
ance, so Bob obediently started up
the avenue.
There was a boy on either side of
him, two in front and two behind, so
that it was impossible for him to
break away. When he had taken
about ten steps, Bob found himself
suddenly sprawling on the ground,
and as he tried to get up he went
down again. The next time, however,
he was allowed to stand on his feet.
en they had walked on a little
Bob was told to run, so hetBt&d out on a brisk trot. All of a
the hoy in front of him drop- -
mm nd befpre he could stop, our
young friend again found himself in
the dust
While these things were happen
ing, Bob could say nothing as he had
been told that if he balked he would
have a cnain fastened to him and be
led like a little dog, so he kept his
thoughts to himself. Finally the sev-
en boys reached the campus and Bob
was immediately taken to his dormi-
tory. There he was left alone with
instructions to make himself present
able for dinner, and then to wait un
til he was called for.
After our friend had brushed his
clothes as well as he could, he sat
down to think it all over. He was
not left long in meditation, however,
for in a few minutes the gong sound-
ed and he heard footsteps in the cor
ridor. At last someone yelled to him
to come on and get something to eat.
Bob then jumped ut and went to the
door only to find it locked and the
key gone. He then looked to the win-
dows but they, too, were fastened
tight, and no matter bow hard he
tried he could not budge them. So
he sat down again quietly, thinking
It better that he should make no
fuss.
After about fifteen minutes had
elapsed, the door opened and one of
his first acquaintances came into the
room and told Bob that one of the
principal rules of the school was that
if a boy was not on time at a meal he
could not have anything. But the
boys, out of the kindness of their
hearts had saved some of their own
dinner and for him to go down to it.
Boh said something about being lock-
ed in, but he was promptly shut up.
When he entered the dining room
there were several boys busily eat
ing and not one of them looked up.
But Bob was so hungry that he no-
ticed only where Vie was ping to sit
and then started In to eat. One bite
was enough, as everything was full
of salt. He was then informed that
if he didn't eat now, he would have
to go without food for the rest of the
day, but the latter course was pre-
ferred.
After the other boys had finished
eating. Bob was ushered out onto the
campus, where he was tied to a stake,
which had been previously set up for
that purpose. A circle was then
formed and an Indian war dance fol-
lowed with the most taunting re-
marks. By this time the boy was get-
ting pretty tired of such treatment,
and although he used his fists, he
could do nothing against six us strong
as himself.
When the boys could think of no
more sports suitable for the present
tints, they realized that Bob needed
rest and nourishment after his trip
and what had followed, so they sent
him to his room with instructions to
take It easy while he had a chance.
Upon entering his room he found milk
and bread and butter awaiting him.
These he devoured with a relish, and
after taking a short nap. he set about
potting his room in order, his trunk
having been brought up during his
absence.
Everything went along smoothly
until after supper, when Bob was told
took a big dive, but just before he
hit the water someone jerked his leg
and he fell flat. When he reiUied
that he was in shallow water h was
furious, but the boys had already
gone back, so he slowly made his way
to his dormitory and just before
crawling into bed he noticed a pl
card on the bedpost which raid:
"You have gone through everything
and with such good spirit, that we
have taken you into our band and
hope that you will turn out tomorrow
and help us fix the others as they
come."
Signed: "The Big Six."
PACIFIC WARSHIPS
SHORT OF COAL
NAVY DEPARTMENT TO HURRY
EIGHT CARGOES AROUND
CAPE HORN
Washington, April 29. The Ameri-
can fleet on the Pacific coast, it- -
has become known. Is lacking a sup
ply of coal. So alarmed did the navy
department become when these facts
became known that a hurry-u- p order
was issued for the chartering if eight
vessels with which to rush a supply of
coal from Tidewater, Virginia, to
Mare Island, the coal depot for the
fleet on the Pacific coasl
k
, ,
before this supply reaches S& &a
.UUIlliUU P "villi ii. ';aiti- - Kuw-
ing coal in West Virginia and shin--
ping it by rail to San Francisco. This
would bring the cost of coal close to
$12 a ton. The coal being rushed by
collier is from the West Virginia
fields and costs between $8 and f9 a
ton by the time it arrives at Mare
Island.
Former President Roosevelt, Glfford
Pinchot and the Morgan-Guggenhei-
Interests are charged with the respon-
sibility of the condition which com-
pels the navy department to get ail
its supply of coal for use on the Paci-
fic coast from the Atlantlo seaboard.
In the Alaskan coal fields, a dis-
tance of about 1,700 miles from San
Francisco, there is abundance of coal
of the high grade demanded by the
navy. The order issued by Colonel
Rfeveit in 1906 withdrawing all
.oal lands in Alaska from entry,friends of President Taft and the
navy assert, is mainly the cause of
the Alaskan coal not being mined.
The Taft managers assert, too, that
President Roosevelt withdrew these
coal lands at the suggestion of Geor
W. Perkins and the Morgan Interests.
It is known that in the far west there
Is considerable fine iron ore. The
only drawback to its being mined and
refined is the lack of good coking
coal. To get such coal from the east,
which beside Alaska, is the only field
of supply, would make the cost of
refining the iron ore so great that
competition with the steel twist would
be out of the question.
Thfa ic ,.,.nnnn I. I.. I . .
treorge W. Perkins and Frank Mun-se-
take such an interest in the conn
serration of the Alaskan coal. It is
pointed out by the navy department
that it is the wrong kind of conser-
vation which compels the navy to
pay from 50 to 75 per cent more for
Its supply of coal than would be nec
essary if the Alaskan fields were
opened.
President Taft has recomi
that these fields be opened,
withdrawal in 1906 by Pr
Rooosevelt, it is asserted, was
Don't be surprised if yo
attack of rheumatism thl
Just rub the affected pej
with Chamberlain's Linirai
will soon disappear. So
dealers.
setts is not so crucial for the demo-j8n- e
cratic candidates, both Speaker Clark
and Governor Wilson are anxious to
get the Massachusetts delegates to
the Baltimore convention. The Clark
campaign got under way several
weeks ago and has gathered great
momentum. The Clark managers ex-
press themselves absolutely confident
that the speaker will defeat Governor
Wilson in Massachusetts by a throe-to-on- e
vote. While they are not mak-
ing any definite predictions as to the
outcome, the Wilson managers ap-
parently are not worried over the sit-
uation here. They say th.-.- t Governor
Wilson is certain to get hi share of
the Massachusetts delegates. At the
same time they have taken nothing
for granted and have sent some of
their strongest campaigners into the
state during the past week.
"My little son had 8 very severe
cold. I was recommended to try
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and
before a small bottle was finished he
was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
Silks, 29 Dowllng Street, Sydney,
Australia. This remedy Is for sale
by all dealers
has made S. S. S. the most extensively used of all medicines in the treat-
ment, of fiontftoinns Blood Poison. Unlike the strong mineral mixtures,
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cuxo If Cfwtagious Blood Poison. While driving out the poison from thecirculkioff S. S. S. builds up and strengthens the system by its fine vegetabletonic effects. If you are suffering with Contagious Blood Poison S. S. S. isyour most certmin reliance, and because of its freedom from mercury,
potash or any other mineral, it is absolutely safe for every one. Hometreatment book with valuable suggestions and any medical advice sent freeto all who write. jHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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the wireless business of a great ship handed down by Judge W. Judge of the New Mexico suprem ical Milk commissioner wMh mare the following: w ""iv.il rt 1,1meet in this city tomorrow for a twoESTABLISHED 1879.
days' sessiou. The work of this or--
court, and by one member jf the bar
of this court, who shall certify that
the applicant Is a member of the bar
of the supreme court of the state of
Duncan QperaHouseAny person possessing the qualifi-cations prescribed by law for admis-sion to practice law in the courts of
the state of New Mexico or the su
"" rcs&raea as of great
This means that for many hours such
a ship is Incapable of hearing or re-
sponding to signals of distress. Out
of the recent great horror wheie
hundreds of Urea were needlessly
eaerlficel in the icy waters must
come a great good. This good wll
be expinnllfipd In linlfnim laws
importance, bearing as it does direct- -
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cant for admission as a member cf
the bar of United State, district court
strict inspection and a higher degree
of steamship efficiency. But improve-
ment must be made soberlv and vn- - FERRIS HARTMANlicitor in chancery tn this court upontaking the proper oath of office andpaying the clerk for such admission COLORADO MAY NOT INSTRUCT.Colorado Snr1for the district of New Mexico, the .
"'V., April Z.presiding Judge of this court may, by j Colorado democrats lined up here to
and certificate thereof the sum of $!.
When it is not convenient for sc
tematicaily and not under the influ
enoe of sudden hysteria
o wruien oraer. airect the clerk to ad-- Qay for the state convention to name
Entered at the poetofflce at EastIs Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis
atcn through the United States malls
s second class matter.
mlt such applicant, place his name on u delegates to the Baltimore
Despite the strong support
the roll, and issue him a certificate,
upon payment of the usual fees.
applicant who desires to be admitted
to practice as an attorney n;tJ conn
sellor at law, to be personaV.y pres-
ent in open court, he mav send
or printed application for
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BEAUTIFUL
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL given early In the campaign to the
Harmon boom, the real contest in the
convention promises to be between4--
Clark and Wilson and botween these
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
Per Copy
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One Wee H
One Month 65
One Year 7.5O
SCENIC AND
UNIFORM MILK STANDARDS
Louisville, Ky., April 29. Uniform-
ity of methods and standards in the
production of certified milk through-
out the country is the object soueht
two the delegates appear to be so di
such administration to the court. And
if with said application, he has taken
the usual oath of said office, t ! in
recommended by a district iude ri
the state of New Mexico, or In- a
Santa Fe. N. M
. April 29 Th
Socorro Land and Live Stock "oin
pany of Dever. Colo., this moraine
filed their charter with the state cor-
poration commission and asked to es
vided that the outcome may be an
delegation to the Baltimore
COSTUMED
PRODUCTIONby the American association of Med convention.Dally by Mall
One Tear j6-0-
Six Months 8.00 I few. ft n n m m m m m d . - . . M
tablish their business at Salt Ijike,
Socorro county, New Mexico. The
concern was Incorporated to do a
general cattle and real estate busi-
ness by the following: Mark Wright,
Simon Bitterman and J. H. Carpenter,
all of Denver,' Colo. The capitaliza-
tion is given at $10,000 all of which
has been Issued. The par value oi
the stock is $1 a share.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
One Year $2.00
Six Months 1.00
A GENUINE HIT
50-COMFAN- Y-50
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrlp
tlons)
Remit by draft, check or mone
order. If sent otherwise we will not
e responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following were apointed
public by Governor W. C. Mc
"The iireatest Musical Comedy Success in Years" Kiaotifnl ChorusDonald this morning: W. D. Mayben,
Midway, Chaves county; Reginald M.
Young, East Las Vegas, San Miguel
county; Edwin S. Gibbarry, Roswell
PRICES 75cts. $1.00, $1.30iLL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
Chaves county; Epifano Garcia, BarTHE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR. ney, union county; Carlos MjMKa
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northwestern
New Mexico
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE Main 2
NEW8 DEPARTMENT Main 9
MONDAY, APRIL 29, 1912. TO-NIG-
HT
nares, Parkview. Rio Arriba in$;Andres Sena, Los Alamos, gfm? g.
uel county; H. I,. Cutler, aV fcas
Vegas, San Miguel county; Br Kb ,,
ertson, Albuquerque, Bernalillo coufe-ty- ;
A. A. Beeman, Elida, Roosevelt
county; Mrs. Ada Daie Thomas, Pen-dleto-
San Juan county.
Santa Fe's Official Altitude.
Santa Fe's official altitude Is not
7,000 feet as is so often printed and
told. The U. S. weather bureau has
Just scientifically; and officially deter-
mined that th southwest corner of
the monument Jn the Plaza has an el-
evation of 6,986.28 feet in altitude;
that the cornerstone of the Capital
City bank is at an elevation of
above sea level and that the
coping at the top of the three story
building) Is 7,034.14 feet. Of course,
the decline from the Plaza to the: riv
AND
TUESDAY OVERLAND MODEL 59 R
Adph
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
Las Vegas Automobile Machine Co.
er is very rapid. Any elevation from
mVCmS STEAMSHIP - o.urJTrKoTeTnjHiUJ.UUrill !H Tl lPTj;
In less than 20 miles of Santa Fe
The Governor Still Has the Power.
Ph jne Main 344,There Is a section of New Mexico Whalen, & Fowler Prop
a
and
feince the wreck of the Titanic
that stands In urgent need of a ncthere has been an inundation of sue- -
tary public as the following applicasignals. There seems to be no
tion Indicates: -
"HIS MOTHER'S SHROUD"
VITAGRAPH
Dramatically and powerfully portraying the visitation and pur-
suit, by a cruel fate, of a poor Russian mother even to the last, when
she is enshrouded in the winding sheet of death.
New Mexico, April 20, 1912.
Subscribe for The Optic
steamsnipfl, new laws, new regula-
tions, and the whole world seems sud-
denly aroused to the necessity of
making ocean travel accident-proof- .
Some of these suggestions have been
wise, practically and obviously easy to
put into effect. Others have been
utterly ridiculous, as in the bill that
Hon. W. C. McDonald, Santa Pe, New
Mexico.
Dear Sir I would like to be ap-
pointed notary public of county,
N. M., If you still have the power of
appointing notaries public. If not will
you please help me to get the apwas introduced in congress putting
pointment as our notary public has
moved away and it Is 50 allies to the
nearest notary. We are very much in
need of that office here and oblige,
Yours truly,
"JUSTICE OF THE DESERT"
. VITAGRAPH
This picture is genuinely western in every particular and thor-
oughly in accordance with what are known to be actual facts in the
history of the west, and it will surely stir up every particla of real
spirit that real people possess.
Delegates Appointed.
The following were appointed dele-
gates this morning by Governor Mc-
Donald to represent New Mexico at
the Convention of the Associated Ad
vertising Clubs of America to be held
in Dallas, Texas, May 19 to 25: C. C.
Tannehlll, Roswell, P. E. Lester, Las
Cruces; Thomas J. Naylon, Albuquer-
que; J. S. Harris, Santa Fe; J. R.
Joyce, Carlsbad; Paz Valverde, Clay-
ton; Willard Holt, Demln?. The del
"LOVE FINDS THE WAY"
VITAGRAPH
An elopement on a hand car. The elopers meet a minister,
take him on board, and while they are leading their pursuers at a
fifty-mi- le pace, he makes two hearts one.
egates will make a thousand mile
tour of the state of Texas and recep-
tions for them will be pivji in five
the navy to work shooting the ice-
bergs out of the water. And there
has been brought into being a great
rop of cranks with plans and
schemes for saving life or preventing
wrecks. Most of these Ideas are
little short of idiotic.
Until the senate committee has
completed its investgiation it would
be better for the public to withhold
Its judgment of blame and responsi-bitly- .
But there are certain basic
and obvious suggestions that com-
mend themselves to common sense
approval. Something Is wrong, nec-
essarily, when ships on the high seas
cannot understand each other's codes
and signals. There seems to be on
fopd reason why all ships should not
use a common form of wireless sig-
naling no matter what flags they sail
under. Danger knows no nationality
and humanity is not susceptible to
racial or national prejudicies.
High officers of the North German
Lloyd company have suggested that
uniform laws and regulations for
traffic on the seas be drafted by The
Hague tribunal. Surely such a work
is of sufficient Importance to merit
that consideration. It is no more
necessary to regulate war than to
regulate the working of steamships.
An ocean liner traveling (between
Hamburg and New York must con-
form to the matitime regulations of
four different nations. Such a con-
dition cannot make for safety or
convenience. As no ship can at all
times serve four masters, the result
Is that the regulations are indiffer-
ently enforced, if at all.
of the large cities of that state In
OUVENIR POSTAL CARD PICTURES of the
yitagraph players will be given tonight and tomorrow
night onlv. Onlv one hlinrlrrl nf park rnm on.l,.1 " j j wins taujrand get a picture of your favorite player.
appointing the delegate Governor
McDonald remarked that this would
he ah excellent opportunity for ill-
s'! ruction along the line of town ad
vertising and comme.-cw- l method.
The Agua Fria Road.
The good roads commission Ibis
completed work on the Agua
Fria road, which is part of El Cami-n- o
Real (between Albuquerque and
Santa Fe. In place of 28 farmer ditch
crossings there are now only seven
acequias and these run through well
constructed culverts. The road ha0
been straightened in many place)
has been properly drained and crown-
ed and will in a few weeks pack well
with a hard, smooth surface. The
THE BROWNE I
USUAL GHARGE OF ADMISSION E
board of county commissioners, es.ie
Out Suit Department is Brimfull of Rich
New Garments. Swell Coats With Perfect
Lines. We Invite Inspection. . . ,
daily Commissioner George Kinseli 1took great Interest in the work and
The Store of Quav.it y!
One of the first things that needs
regulation la the use of the wireless
telegraph machinery of the various
Jlners. Under ipresent conditions
ships use different machines of dif
ferent size and method and half a
dozen codes are used. Some of the
wireless operators are inefficent and
poorly paid. They are habitualiy
overworked and in many Instances
one man is relied on to attend to .V.l
jy .jBMB H m 1
aided it in every possible mamer.
The road construction was inexpen-
sive, the two weeks' work with grad-
er and teams cost ess than t6CC
Road Supervise- - Rlcardo Alarid ably
In hu wo. It.
Federal Court Rules.
In the order, providing rules for
th M tSl court In this district,
m3 IllllllllllllllllllBllll E . Las Vegas n.m:
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LOOKING FOR HIS MR. JAMES FLYNNPERSONALSThe PrescriptioDist WATCHES
LONG LOST MAY GET HERE
New Way to Make Apple
Dumplings
Served With Hard Sauce or Creaas
and Sugar
By Mrs.fanet McKenzie Hill Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
Here is a new way to make apple
dumplings that will surely please every
housewife, for it is not necessary to
have whole apples, and the juice cannot
run out and burn as with apple dump-
lings where the anple is placed in the
center and the dough turned up aroundit. Th biscuit part forms a crispy
shell that holds the apples and juice.
MATE WEDNESDAY
Benjamin Strickfadden went to
Trinidad this afternoon on train No
10.
John BeU arrived yesterday after-
noon from his home in Raton on bus-
iness.
A. W. Welst was a visitor in Las
Vegas today from his home in Wagon
Mound.
WANDERER ARRIVES IN LAS VE-
GAS ON WORLDWIDE SEARCH
FOR MISSING RELATIVE.
CHALLENGER FOR HEAVVWEIQH1
TITLE WILL ARRIVE SATUR-
DAY AT THE LATEST.
INGERSOLL $1.00
INGERSOLL JUNIOR .... $2.00
MIDGET $2.00
EQUITY (Waltham) $8.00
Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows bow
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Oar responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Ailing. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we Til) your
prescription.
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown and two,
children drove in this morning from Tagged wlth expre88 makers e
Valmora. .cities and towns in all corners of ths
C. D. Black was in Las Vegas to-
day from his home on the mesa on
business.
Mrs. Brennen went to Raton this
afternoon for a short visit with rela-
tives and friends.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward
went to Santa Fe this afternoon on
an official business trip.
District Judge David J. Leahy left
this afternoon for Santa Fe on a sev-
eral days' business trip.
globe, billed from somewhere to tfei
end of nowhere and on a trip ;
search of its mate, which waa Irs-- ,
several years ago, an old itioe arriv-
ed in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon
in a Wells Fargo express car on train
No. 10 from California. After being
tagged with a Meadow City marker
the shoe was today again started en
its way. To count the number ol
tags, let alone list the places that
this shoe has visited, would be r me
Job, but a glance through some of
these disclosed markers from China,
countries in Europe, South America
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main i
C Appla Dumplings
One and one-ha- lf cups siftedflour;
teaspoonful salt; 3 level teaspoon'fulsK C Baking Powder; cup shorten-
ing; about cup milk; apples.
Fill the cups of a buttered muffin pan
with pared and sliced apples, sprinkle
with salt and turn two or three table-spoonfu-ls
of water into each cup. Sift
together, three times, the flour, salt and
baking powder; work in the shortening,
and mix to a soft dntitrh with tli mill- -
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Late this afternoon Charles
O'Malley received the follow-
ing telegram from Jack Cur-ley- :
Hot Springs, Ark., April 2rf.
Charles O'Malley,
Las Vegas, N. M.
Monday night at 5
o'clock for Chicago to remain
until Wednesday or Thurs-
day evening. Then leave
for few one night stands
on our way to Las Vegas.
Friday night Wichita, Kan.
Lining up all printed matter
and having it shipped to Las
Vgeas. Will send Greiner
from Chicago to help
get everything ready, including
office, etc., but depending up-
on you for everything. Best
wishes and thanks.
JACK CURLEY.
Distributing
Agents
ur. Mary e. Abbott returned yes-
terday afternoon from a visit of
days in Denver.
Mayor R. J. Taupert returned Sat-
urday night from a Business trip ol
BAIN
WEBER
WAGONSWe Are Agents
for the
Drop the dough from a spoon with the
apples in the cups, givingit a smooth ex-
terior. Let bake about twenty-fiv- e min-
utes. Invert the pan on a large serving-dis- h
. Put a spoon ful of hard sauce above
the apple in each dumpling and finish
with a grating of nutmeg.
This imly one of the many new, delicious and
appetizing recipes contained in the K C Cook's
Book, which mny be obtained jfree by sendingthe colored certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder to the Jaoufs Mko.Co., Chicago. Be sure to get the aiat
smaller cans do not contain Cook's Book cer-
tificates.
and cities in most of the status in the
Union.
Every marker or tag had some
verse or short saying on it. One of
the best, on a tag from suuuy Cali-
fornia, was:
I've traveled o'er this world a bit,
I've been from state to state,
This roaming life I'll never quit,
Until I find my mate.
Patterns.New Idea EMERSON
McCORMICK IMPLEMENTS
C. F. Remsberg, of tne Remsberg
Mercantile company of Raton, was in
Las Vegas today on busmen.
J. D. Hand went to Albuquerque to
attend the Shriners ceremonial ses-
sion In the Duke City this week.
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe division
Full Line of VEHICLEHARNESSIf Jim Flynn comes straight to Las
' SADDLES
SEEDS
Others such as "Everybody's doing
It," "Pass me along, "Take me back
to old Broadway," and "California for
May Fashion Sfcet
Given Away
Vegas from Hot Springs, Ark., he will
arrive here on Wedneesday of this
week. If he comes by the way of!
AMERICAN SHIPS
WARNED OFF COAST
(Continued from Page One)
THE PLAZA a: LAS VEGAS, N.M.Chicago he will arrive here on Satu-da- y.Such are the latest plans of tbn
Pueblo fireman, according to a tele
gram received this morning by Pro-
moter Charles O'Malley. Tommy Ryan
will accompany Flynn to the Meadow
master mechanic, was In Las Vegas
yesterday from his headquarters In
Raton.
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Duncan are
expected to return the early part of
this week from an extended trip to
California.
H. D. Burrall, who has charge of
the government tree nursery in Galli
nas canyon, was in Las Vegas today
on business.
Mrs. George Selover and son, Ed,
returned 'this afternoon from Los An-
geles where they have been for sev--
now in this harbor," said yesterday
that the ship would be unable to go to COAL AMD WOODsea for at least a fnrtnieht Tho
British gunboat Algerine, now at
Vancouver, may leave for Mexico lm- -
Remember, all pattens
IOC ONLY.
tig I
r
Hoffman & Graubrfh
THE POPULAR PRICED TORE
Phone Main 104
NUT
LUMP
mediately, although so far as is known
here, no orders have been received. SUGARITE
mine," were to be found, and many of
the verses were exceedingly clever
and original. The Las Vegas Wells
Fargo sticker, which Agent Bert Kel-
ly pasted on before starting the shoe
on its way, was a boost for the big
fistic battle on July 4.
Two years ago a shoe similar to
this one went through here and man
who saw both are of the opinion that
it is the same brogan, though the Las
Vegas marker was not to be found,
and owing to marks of extensive trav-
el certain identification would he im-
possible.
Most of the express stickers were
Wells Fargo and Southern Expxresa
company markers, the greater part of
the shoe's travels having been made
under the care of these two corpora-
tions. What the next stop will he Is
hard to tell for this little traveler
goes under the principal of "T don't
know where I'm going hut I'm on my
way."
British Consul A, Carnegie Ross said
City and will have charge of the
white hope's training quarters at the
Las Vegas Hot Springs. Jim Corhett
will be added to the camp shortly af-
ter the arrival of Flynn and Ryan.
O'Malley spdtat the greater part ot
yesterday preparing Flynn's quarters,
Which will undoubtedly be the best
ever used in. preparation for a cham-
pionship battle. The training quar-
ters and modern gymnasium will be
located in the Montezuma hotel casi-
no which is east of the hotel build-
ing. Hot and cold showers and all
eral months.
Gilbert Rosenwald, of the firm of
E. Rosenwald & Son, went to Denver
yesterday afternoon on a short busi-
ness trip.
George H. Farrand of Raton came
today that no ships had been orders;!
to move so far as we knew. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. W. G OHO ONAmericans Urged to Leave Sonora
Nogales, Aria., April 29. The repreJin (Saturday night from the Gate
taty ana was here yesterday and to sentative of a large colony of Ameri-
can farmers in the Yaqul delta ofday on business.
Joseph Rutherford arrived yester Sonora. lust returned from Wa.Mm,. considered it wise to leave until or A ence to the fishing --oncesslon onlyday afternoon from his home In Den der was restoredtraining apparatus have been install' ton, urged today upon his people, pap
ed and await the com In nt fh hi ticularlv the woman an njrn Discussing conditions In Siaaioa,ver ror a snort visit with his sister. "n - w vuuwcu, iu R. L. Fielder said that he and hisFatsumasukI Takasakl, who said he
was a graduate of the imperial colCafe De Like I Mrs. F. M. Lyon. j wife made their way from Baals, aleave Mexico at once. He refused toallow the use of his name for reasons,W. J. Benjamin, of Laubach & Ben mountain town In the Interior, to Maz--lege of Tokio and had been sent to
Magdalena Bay toy his governmentjamin, proprietors of the Lobby out
let, went to Denver yesterday after MURDERER ESCAPES
he said, that were obvious.
The steamer Benito Juarez arrived
today from Maaatlan with about 50
passengers, Mexicans and Americans.
boxer. Flynn and his trainers will be
located In one of the houses south of
the casino, which has also been put
in readiness for the arrival of the
challenger.
In all probability Flynn. and Ryan
will come direct from the Hot
Springs, though they may op with
atlan, on horeback, hiding la canyons,
and dense brush to dodge bandits
who are operating freely.
Dr. Dalton McGibbon. who ha sHved
noon on train No. 10 on business.
to investigate the fishing resources
and a concession held by a local com-
pany, was among the passengers. HeMr. and Mrs. Paul Sandoval arrived FROM COUNTY JAILyesterday from their home in Omaha, eight years at Mazatlan, declared the
REGULAR DINNR
25o
SUNDAY DINNI.
35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in thitate
BARNES & RUSH, Pips.
who left Mexico, they said, because
all business was a standstill. The
Americans said they did nnt fool
Neb., for a visit with Mr. Sandoval's
declared his business at Magdalena
Bay was In no wise connected with
any project of his government to acCnrlov tn rhlL TnV. feeling of Mexicans for Americanswas better now than at any time in
the last 30 years.
j - IILDU UUiJUUUU m uwb 1 CCI
now in Chicago where he will do light jthat tne,r ,l7es were ln danger, but quire a base there and was In referTHEODORE GOULET, WHO SHOT
ALBUQUERQUE POLICEMAN,
MAKES CLEAN GETAWAY
training before coming to his quarters
In New Mexico.
It is understood that there will be
mother, Mrs. Pablita Sandoval.
State Good Roads Engineer W. R.
Smythe accompanied by Herman C Ii
feeld, went to Watrous this afternoon
iu Mr. Ilfeld's big touring car.
Mrs. H. E. Fell arrived this after-
noon from her home in Raton for a
visit of several weeks with her par
a local boxer !n Flynn's camp, whoAlbuquerque, N. M., April 29.Theodore Goulet escaped from the
county jail yesterday afternoon about
6 o'clock. UGHTERents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme. Goulet is the man who was indictedMr. and Mrs. W. H. Reinken wereTALKS ABOUT THIHARVESTER 1ST
(Continued From Page ue)
in Las Vegas today from their home
in Watrous. Mr. Reinken is propri
will be one of his sparring partners.
His name has not aa yet been dis-
closed, but he is a big husky fellow
well able to stand up and receive the
hard blows of the big fireman.
It has been announced that the city
police force will be increased as the
date of the big bout draws nearer,
and every effort will be made to keep
order. AH hoboes and persons with
shady characters whose appearance
etor of the Reinken Mercantile com
pany. 3 ALE -Mrs. a. L. Brockman, wife of A
at the last term of the grand Jury
for the murder of Policeman Alex
Knapp, of Albuquerque, while that of-
ficer was taking him to Jail. He had
been in Jail since that day.Januayr 6,
and when Knapp died nine days later
from the bullet wound inflicted by his
prisoner, a formal charge of first de-
gree murder was laid against him.
His attorney, W. C. Heacock, secured
a continuance for his client until the
U Brockman, Santa Fe agent in
Raton, arrived Saturday night from
'Mr. Taft the jrvester
trust question in a way to sw that
he subordinates the interes. of the
people as a whole to the ppose of
securing political advantage Sr
her home for a short visit with Mrs does not meet with the approval of
the police, will be given marching or-
ders, t
T. J. Scott.
Benton W. Stewart of Clayton, who SIis signed up for a try out with the next term of court, because of the ON WEDNESDAY MAT ILas Vegas Maroons, returned yesterWEDDING IN NAVAL CIIXES
Philadelphia, Pa., April 29..A
of interest in naval cirps took
day afternoon from a short business
Johnson tn Good Shape.
Chicago, April 29. Jack Johnson,
heavyweight champion, returned to
Chicago last night from Pittsburg.
high public feeling against Goulet
This was about four weeks ago.
Goulet escaped by sawing through
the steel grating of a window in the
trip to Santa Fe.
place in Philadelphia this iernoon
the bride being Miss Pauline arsons Jail corridor downstairs. Prisoners
Tom Bowen and George Metroy,
candidates for the Shriners' degree,
went to Albuquerque this afternoon
where he was hurt in an antomobile
accident last week. Johnson Is sufdaughter of Captain Remus Charles are allowed the freedom o fthls cor--
sldor during the day time, but areon train No. 7 to attend the ceremonPersons, in charge of the naa.1 hos-
pital in this ctty, and the brpgroom
Lieutenant David McDaugal l'Breton
locked into steel cages at night. Inial session, whic hopens in the Duke
this portion of the Jail there wereCity tomorrow.
fering slightly from his injured
shoulder, bnt does not believe it will
interfere seriously with his training
for the Jim Flynn match at Las Veg-
as, N. M., on July 4. Johnson said
he would begin light work today.
TJ. S. N. After a two monfe' tour nine prisoners, including Sam Lvle.H. B. Hubbard went to Albuquerqueof Europe the couple will ,ke up the negro blacksmith who is allezedthis afternoon to attend the ceremontheir residence in Boston,! where ial meeting of the Shriners of NewLieutenant le 'Breton is at present
to have shot and killed Ira Oarr, a
negro tailor, on February 2. Not one
of them gave any information regard
Mexico. Joe Merritt, who will take
the Shriners degree at this session.attached to the Charlestowl navy
The entire stock purchased of the Graaf Dry-Good- s
Co., will be put on sale. In order to
clean out this Big Stock we will cut prices re-
gardless of cost.
EVERYTHING MUST GO
Nqw is the chance to fit out the family at
your own prices.
yard. was also a passenger on train No.
ASTOR FUNERAL ARRANGEMENT
Rhimebeck, N. Y.. April 29. The
funeral of Colonel John Jacob Astor
will he held here at the church which
ing Goulet's intended escape, though
the sawing of the bars must havefor the Duke City. been going on for several days.TOO LATF.O CLAS he built. The services will be prlYESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
National Leaguew AfiTED Eyienced woman to JUMPED FROM BIPLANELos Angeles, Calif., April 29. Wil
vate. No date will be fixed until af-
ter the arrival of the body In New
York.
do second W and help with chil-
dren. ApplyVrB. ArthKt C. Ilfeld. liam M. Morton, a professional aero
naut, made a parachute Jumn from ar
areoplane at a height of 2,600 feet at
Venice today. Morton was carried
aloft by Phil Parmalee in a biplane.
WANTED Root and boarjl for a
young couple C a ranch or farm,
will stay frdm to eight week
State terms, loca-ta- , etc. Address
BRAIN WORKS
Cincinnati, 3; Pittsburg, 2.
Chicago-St- . Louis; game postponed,
rain.
American League
Chicago, 9; Detroit, 5.
Cleveland-St- . Louis; game postpon-
ed, rath.
American Association
Kansas City, 11; Columbus, 9.
St Paul, 4; Louisville, 5.
Minneapolis, 11; Indianapolis, 1.
Mrs. Delia Stuever616 South Sev Clear and CleanCOTTON CORNER CASEWashington, April 29. The Pattenenth street, St. Mo. Dont forget the date
Wednesday flay ist.
cotton corner case was today restor
ed to the docket of the supreme
court of United States and reassign
ON
Gr?rxpe - Nvits
FOOD
CHICHESTER
f ed for hearing October 15, next. TheI A - I,
Milwaukee-Toledo- , postponed, rain.
Western League
Topeka, 8; Denver, i.
St Joe, 8; Omaha, 7.
Pli
1M1L in Bt d andhoiM tMll w4h
case arose in New York under tbt,
Sherman anti-trus- t law. Cellars Dry Goods Store1 JJb-- COO lK.a9UlIt. Ask ptffBIHAMftVIa IE R i Get"Tit:? IJ
BBatfP
Rejdtow"ellville"ioLincoln-Wichit- a, game postponed
rain.rsEvdfiFfiF.SQtDBYDRllGGi! Everybody reads Ths Optic.
.AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, APRIL 29, 1912.IX
THE OPTIC THE LOBBY RESTAURANT ANB CAFESHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANLTLEC
MY LADY OF DOUBT
By KANDALL PARRISH
Author ot" Lore Under Fire," "My Lady of the North," etc.
Illustrations by HENRY THIBDE
CoTfita A. C McCurt C Ml) SOCIETY AND BIN DIRECTORY
tempt si speech, but gave an expres-
sive gesture, and the young officer
turned in his saddle.
"Take the prisoner to the lower
room, Peter," he ordered curtly. "Ill
decide tomorrow if he can be of any
use to us."
The two fellows loosened the rope
about my ankles, and Peter waddling
ahead, the graybeard gripping my
arm, we climbed the steps, and en-
tered the hall. A tall, slim negro, evi-
dently a house-servan- t from his sleek
appearance, eyeing me curiously,
handed the little fellow a second light-
ed candle, and the three of us went
tramping along the wide hall, past the
circling stairs, until we came to a
door at the rear. This the black flung
(Continued from Yesterday)
WANT
COLUMN
CHAPMAN LOME NO t, A. F. . DORADO LODGE NO. L
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS MeetsA. M. Regular com-
munication flr and every Monday eve
third Thursday in seek
month. Visiting broth- -
ning In Castle Halt
Visiting Knights are
I cordially Invited,oordlally invited
oejects close at nana, yet we were
evident traveling almost atralght
east I endeavored to enter Into con-
versation with the two fellows riding
on either side of me. but neither one
so much as turned his head In re-
sponse to my voice, and I soon tired
of the attempt. The night told me
little of who they might be, although
they were both in the uniform of the
Queen's Rangers, the one called Peter
on my right a round, squat figure, and
bald-heade- his bare scalp shining
oddly when once he removed his
cocked hat; the other was an older
man, with gray chin beard, and glit-
tering display of teeth.
The movements of my horse caused
the ropes to lacerate my wrists and
ankles, the pain increasing so that
once or twice I cried out. The fel-
lows guarding me did not even turn
their heads, but the lieutenant drew
np his horse so as to block us.
"What is the trouble? Are you
hurt?"
"These ropes are tearing Into the
flesh," I groaned. "I'd be Just as safe
If they were loosened a bit"
I saw him lean forward, shading his
face with one hand, as he stared
toward me through the darkness. I
thought he drew a quick breath as
from surprise, and there was a mo-
ment's hesitancy.
"Let out the ropes a trifle, Peter,"
came the final order.
The little bald-heade- d man went at
It without a word, the lieutenant rein- -
RATES FOR CtASSIFIED IChas. E. Liebsoh- -N. O. Herman, W. M.; B. R. Murray.
Secretary. nler, Chancellor
"Yes, the family renegade; the twin
brother on Lee's staff."
I could not perceive the expression
of the man's face, but he was a long
while answering.
"Oh, yes. She told you about him?"
"It was mentioned. Would I know
the boy from any resemblance to his
sister?"
"Y yes, at least I should suppose
so. You must have become very inti-
mate for her to have told you that
You see it It 1b a family secret."
"Nothing for Tories to boast over,
I should Imagine. However, it came
up naturally enough while we spoke ot
the sufferings of the American army
during the winter. It is a sad thing
the way this war has divided families.
Has Mistress Claire any Colonial sen-
timents?"
"How the devil do I know! She
would not be likely to air them before
me. I don't know what fool trick yon
CHAPTER X.
A Capture.
What was the matter with the fel-
low? Could he have sent for me
merely to ask that question. Insisting
on privacy? There must surely be
tome hidden purpose behind this. Yet
If so, there was no betrayal in the
man's face. His eyes had an angry
fleam in them, and his words were
shot at me In deadly earnest.
"The lieutenant?" I repeated, not
prepared for a direct reply. "Why, I
hardly know curiosity largely."
He stared at me In manifest unbe-
lief.
"What do you expect to gain by
lying?" he exclaimed sullenly. "You
saw him, no doubt, or you would not
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seat
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy leu apace than two
line. All advertla. merits charged
will be booked at apace actually tat,
without regard to number of words.
LA8 VEQAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave second Tnes-Mbbb- w
day In each month at Ma-
sonic Temple at 7:30 p, m. CD.
Boucher, & C; Chaa Tamme, Re
oorder.Cash In advance preferred.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the Worts
hall, on the second and fourth Fry
day of each month at & p. m. C. Clay
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
log neighbors are especially was-com- e
and cordially invited.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYALbave askrd what you did. ARCH MiaonaKegaiar convoca
"Certainly 1 saw him," more deeply
puzzled than before at his insistence. played on her last night, but she's on
"That was what aroused my interest. the right side just the same."
He seemed such a mere lad as he rode "I think so, too."
past and later I heard his voice, His manner was so disagreeable 0 tion first Monday in eachmonth at Masonic Tem-pi, at 7:10 p. m. MR.Williams, h. p.; f. O.Blood, Secretary. B. P. O. ELKS Meets secondfourth Tuesday evening ofthe voice of a boy." that I determined to have aarw
" h.t b-- jing back his horse slightly, and draw-e- nfr ; ,f with this fel ine his hat lower over his eyes. In"Was that all?" fore me than quarreling OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN 2."All! What else could you sup-
pose? If was dark, only a little gleam
month at O. R. C. hall. Vlaltlas
brothers are cordially invited. Ge
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. w.
Condon, Secretary.
the silence one of the horses neighed,
and the boy seemed to straighten in
his saddle, glancing suspiciously about Wanted
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meota first and third Fridays in
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. & Bowen.
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Trips,
Secretary. Phone Main 328, 120
Grand avenue.
WANTED Three or four rooms for
Sight housekeeping, with modern
improvements. Address Room 20,
La Pension Hotel.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues-
day evenings each month, at Wood
mai hall. Visiting Brothers cor
dtajy invited to attend. A. M.
Adit. President; E. C. Ward,
lt Wat a Cell So Strong That a Single
Glance About Convinced Me of the
Hopelessness of Any Attempt at
Breaking Out
"Ride ahead slowly, Tonepah, he
ordered. "Ill catch up with you." He
turned back toward me. "Who are
you, anyway?"
Surprised at the unexpected ques-
tion, my first thought was to conceal
my identity. These were King's men,
and I was In ordinary clothes the
rough homespun furnished by Farrell.
If, by any chance, I was not the party
they had expected to waylay, I might
be released without search.
"Who am I?" I echoed. "Do you
mean you have gone to all this trouble
without knowing whom you hold pris
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
WANTED A few boarders, private
board. 924 Columbia. Phone Mala
351. DENTISTS.8 o'clock. Visiting members are
low, and, somehow, his claimed Inti-
macy with MlstreBs Mortimer grated
upon me strangely.
'If that is all you requested an in-
terview for, Captain Grant," I said
coldly, "I'll trouble you to return to
your men."
Irritated that I had even condescend-
ed to question him, I turned back up
the road to where the men were yet
busy about the wagons, spoke a few
words to Duval, he explaining to me
the best route toward the river cross-
ing at Burlington, and then swung in-
to the saddle and sent the black for-
ward to the crest of the ridge.
I permitted the animal to go his own
gait, and for a mile or more he kept
up a hot gallop, finally tiring to a
trot. So far as I could Judge from the
few stars visible we were traveling al-
most due north. However, I was cer-
tainly getting farther away from the
British lines, and could swing to the
left at daylight. It made little differ-
ence where I struck the Delaware;
open, without a word, and I was led
down into the basement. The flicker cordially welcome. B. B. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasarer.
ing candle yielded but glimpses of
of moon revealed outlines. I couldn't
distinguish the face, but when he fail-
ed to appear after the fight I remem-
bered him, and was afraid be bad
been hurt Now I want to know
what you mean. Who was the lad?"
He had seated himself on the
stump, and was leaning forward, his
face hidden from the light of the Are
"Well, go on then," he returned
Anally. "If that's all you saw of him
It's all right"
"No, it's not all right," I insisted,
aroused by his peculiar actions. "What
is all this mystery about? You told
me you didn't know the man."
"I said I hadn't seen him, that we
Joined Delavan after dark," he cor-
rected sharply. ' But you needn't try
to Interview me, Major Lawrence,'
stiffening with anger, "for I havent
anything to say to a spy and leader
cf guerillas."
"You requested this Interview; how-leve-
if you are satisfied I am, and
you can return to your men. Shall I
ran the guard?"
i He hesitated a moment, but what
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Dentistroot girl. 403
WANTED Dining
Railroad.
Suit L Crockett Building. Has pas
at office and residence.oner?" For RentIt seems so," coolly. "We know
great rooms, beautifully decorated,
and, almost before I realized what was
occurring, I had been thrust into a
square apartment, the door behind me
closed and locked. The two guards
left the sputtering candle, perhaps a
third burned, behind, and I heard them
stumbling back through the darkness
TOR RENT Ranch near Waeon ATTORNEYS
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCl
..NO. 804. Meets second and foert
Thursday In O. It C. hall. Pione
building. Visiting members are c
dlally invited. W. R. Tipton, G. E
E. P. Mackel, F. 8.
who we thought you were, but I am
beginning to doubt your being the
right man. Peter, take his hat off."
I straightened up barebeaaea, me HUNKER
Geo. I. Hunker
& HUNKER
Chester A. Hunkthe foot of the stairs. I glancedfaint star-glea- on my face. The lieu
Mound, 60 acres in cultivation,
horses and all machinery furnished,
house partly furnished. Very easy
terms. Inquire 523 Sixth street,
East Laa Vegas, N. M.
tenant remained quiet, but Peter Druse Attorneys at Law.about curiously, shaking the loosened
rope from my wrists, my mind Instant- -bis sphinx-lik- e silence.every mile north added to my safety. I. O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO New Mexlomm.
reverting to the chance of escape.'T ain't him, is it?"
No; he must have taken the other Whoever these fellows might be, what
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their ha'l on Sixth street All visitFOR RENT 5 rpom cootage, furnish LOCAL TIME CARDroad after all," with a slight laugh.(ever it was which had first Inspired ever their purpose, I had no intention
of remaining in their hands a momentWe've been on a wild-goos- e chase. ing 'brethren cordially Invited to at-
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
ed, bath and hot water. Chickens
for sale. Inquire 618 Grand avenue.longer than necessary. Somehow their
silence, their mysterious movements. EAST BOUNDFrank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
had impressed me with a strange feel-
ing of fear which I could not analyze.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
FOR RENT CHEAP Home for in-
valid or two. Call 417 Eighth
streetcould not believe myself a mere pris
oner of war, but rather as being held
My horse had fallen into a long,
swinging lope, bearing us forward rap-
idly. The moon had disappeared, but
the sky was glittering with stars, and
I could distinguish the main features
of the country traversed. I was on the
summit of a slight ridge, but the road
swerved to the right, leading down
into a broad valley. There were no
signs of habitations, until we rounded
the edge of a small grove, and came
suddenly upon a little village of a
dozen bouses on either side the high-
way. These were wrapped In dark-
ness, apparently deserted, shapeless
appearing structures, although I
thought one had the appearance of a
tavern, and another seemed a store.
There was a well in front of this last
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,tor some private purpose yet to be re
However, it's too late now to catch
the fellow on this trip."
Peter rubbed his bald pate, his eyes
on me.
"An whatll we do with this lad?"
he answered drawllngly. "Turn him
loose?"
"Bring him along. Well find Out to-
morrow who he is, and what his busi-
ness may be. Men are not riding these
roads at midnight without some pur-
pose."
He wheeled his horse, and, with a
I. O. of B. B. Meets every firstvealed. Yet the room offered little FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
Call at 417 Eighth street.
Arriv Baqsart
No. .... 9:10 p. m. 8:15 p. a
No. 11:05 p m 11:10 p. av
No. J 1:15 a. m 1:25 a. m
No 1:45 p. m. 2:10 p. at
WE8T BOUND
No 1:20 p. in..... ...1:45 n, aa
No. 6:10 a. m.. . 6:15 p. nv
No. .....4:40 p. m. 4:50 p. m
No 6:35 p. m. 7:00 p. m
promise. It waa nearly square, tne
walls of stone solidly imbedded in
mortar, the door of oak, thickly stud
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore nit e
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
eoixHr.lly Invited Isaac Appel,
President; Charles Greenclay,
FOR RENT Six room house, partlyded with nails, and the two small win furnished, Irrigated garden. On ear
line. $10 per month. Cutler
Brothers.
dows protected by thick iron bare, it
waa a cell so strong that a single
glance about convinced me of the hope-
lessness of any attempt at breaking
out For Sale
I was not there to exceed ten min
and water sparkled In a log trough be-
side it. My horse stopped, burying
his nostrils in the water, and, sud-
denly made aware of my own thirst,
I swung down from the saddle. My
touch of the spur, disappeared in the
darkness ahead. Peter clambered back
Into the saddle, and gripped my rein.
"Come on," he said disgustedly, kick-
ing the black in the side. "It's a ways
yet afore yer lie down."
We rode steadily, and at a good
pace. Occasionally the older man
swore solemnly, but Peter never ut
utes when, without warning, the lock
clicked, and Peter came in. I sat up
FOR SALE Strictly new A-- l fumed
oak and leather furniture. Wiltonquickly, but as instantly he had cloaea
the door, and actually stood there and Brussels rugs. Inquire L. C
tannine cheerfully. I would never Witten, Chas, Ilfeld CO. 6t
hands were upon the well-rop- e when,
without warning, I was gripped from
behind, and flung down into the dirt
of the road. I made desperate effort have believed him capable
of so pleas
RETAIL PICES
ZJXM lbs. or More, Each DelWery 2Sc per 1M lt.
LSM IDs. to MM 10- -, Bash Delivery 2fio per 1W iSa.
2M lb, to 1,00 lb.. Esei. Delivery J... SSs per IM Ike.
M lb, to EM lbs Each Delivery . ... 4M per 1M lbs.
Lass Then M lbs. Each Delivery ..... IsHMII SIB I il I Ma per 1M lbs.
AG U A PURA I0MPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributor of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of WhicMave Made Las Vegas
Famaus Office 701 Dtglas Avenue.
"If You Interfere In My Personal Af-
fairs Again I Am Going to Kill
You."
FOR SALE Iron framed fish aauari- -to break away, but two men held me, ant an expression but for the evidence
of my own eyes.
tered a sound, not even turning Ms
head at my attempts to draw him into
conversation. The situation myBtifled
me, but it became more and more evi-
dent that I should have to wait until
um, Inquire 1001 Seventh street
"SDring lock," be grumbled, a tnumoone with knee pressed into my chestthe other uplifting the butt of a pisim to question me, was too strong to over his shoulder, "opens outside."tol over my head. There was not a FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rocke thrown aside. Whatever resemblance to a soldierDid did Mistress Mortimer help morning
before learning the truth.
Neither Peter nor the Indian seemed
to belong to the class with which the
word spoken, but I could see they
were in uniform, although the fellow he might have previously shown
while
In uniform was now entirely banished.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July l. Mrs. M. E. Stev-
ens, Humboldt Kansas.army was recruited. Peter appearea
you escape from Philadelphia?" he
asked bluntly.
"That is entirely my affair. Why
idon't you ask the lady herself?"
Bareheaded, his bald dome of thought
shining in the candle-ligh- t his round,more like a well-traine- d servant, anahis riding was atrocious. And the lien- - Lootsolemn face, with big innocent gray
eyes gazing at me, an apron about his"See here, damn you!" he burst out tenant! There came back to me tne
haunting memory that he had JoinedtI haven't seen the lady. When I got(back to the dining room she was gone, LOST COral Cameo brooch, be
land then I was ordered out here. But
fat waist, the fellow presented an al-
most ludicrous appearance. Somehow
my heart wanned to him, especially as
I perceived the tray, heavily laden,
Delavan as a volunteer the Dragoon
uniform sufficient proof that he waB
neither of the original foraging party
kneeling on me had the features and
long hair of an Indian. My horse
started to bolt, but his rein was
gripped, and then a third figure,
mounted, rode into the range of my
vision.
"Search him for weapons, Tonepah."
said a boyish voice briefly.- - "There
are pistols In the saddle holsters, but
he may have others. Then tie him up
as quick as you can."
There was no mistaking my castors
the young dragoon lieutenant, and
the three who had escaped with him.
But why had they ridden in this di
you knew you were being sought aft
ter, and I cannot Imagine who else of Hessians, nor of Grant's detach
tween St. Anthony's sanitarium and
Ike Davis store. Liberal reward
will be paid for return of same to
Mrs. Walter L. Gillam, 624 Twelfth
street.
which he bore easily on one arm, ana
the towel flung over his shoulder. And(told you."
ANT As
Are Efest
Marcet Finders
ment of Rangers. Yet these others
wore green and white, and must there-
fore, have been in Grant's command
"You do not exhibit very great
faith in the lady the daughter of a as I stared at him his
movements be-
came Drofesslonal. Silently, solemnly,loyalist" his mind strictly upon his duties, heHow did the four manage to escapefrom our attack, evidently animatedHe drew a quick breath, suddenly wiped off the table top, and arrangedaware that he had gone too far. fh various dishes thereon wltn me
NOTICE.
Department of State Engineer,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Number of Application 615.
"It is your sneaking spy methods,
by one purpose? Why was Grant so
anxious to learn if 1 had seen the lieu-
tenant, and whether we had a party
rection? What object could they have
In thus attacking me? They afforded ereatest care, polishing cups
and
glasses, and finally placing one of theout seeking him? Not one of these hairs in Dosltion. Stepping DacK, nap April 12, 19 12.
me little opportunity for solving these
problems. Had I been a bale of to-
bacco I could not have been treated
not the girl. She Is innocent enough,
but I suspect you dragged the truth
out of her. Now see here!" and his
voice took on the tone of a bully.
"You are In power Just now, but you
kin still upon arm, he bowed silently. I Notice is hereby given than on thequestions
could I answer; not one
Dould I even guess at with any degree took the seat indicated, and glancedit satisfaction. 22d day of November, 1911, In ac-
cordance with Section 26. Irrigation'
with less ceremony, the white men un-
clasping my belt, while the Iu'"Bn, jd into his almost expressionless facePeter, you old fraud, l saia swut- -We were coming out of the low,
swamp lands into a more thickly set Law of 1907 TJ. S. Department of Agiv. ' have you eaien :
Classified ads. search out theople to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the pticular thing is worth most.
That property you want to seihWORTH MOST to some-
one who reads the ads. in this nvspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it we advertised here.
Others, who read and answeids. in this newspaper) want
(and are anxious to find and pay f,h for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, Articles of usefulness of any
tort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are reatoy all possible buyers, of all
lied, and cultivated region. Rail and riculture, Forest Service of Albuquer
with a grunt, flung me over on my
face, and began binding hands and
feet. I kicked him once, sending him
tumbling backward, but he only came
Not as yet, sir," his voice snowing:
won't always be. You can't hold me
prisoner; not with these ragamuffins.
They'll turn us loose as soon as they
,loot those wagons. I know how they
rwork in the Jerseys. But first I d
to tell you something It will he
worth your while to remember. Claire
Just the proper tone of deference, his que, County of Bernalillo, State ofstone fences could be seen on either
side the road, and we passed swiftly ves staring straight ahead. New Mexico, made an application toby a number of farmhouses, some sim "Then take that chair and sit down.' the State Engineer of New Mexicopie log structures, although one or two
"Oh, no, sir; indeed, sir, I am not at
back silently, with more cruel twiBt
of the rope, while the boy laughed,
bending over his horse's neck.
"Hoist him up on the black, lads,"
be said shortly, reining back out
for a permit to appropriate from thewere more pretentious. all hunery. sir.' Public waters of the State of NewIt may have been two miles further I squared myself, fingering the knifeMortimer
is going to be my wife my
Wile. War Is one thing, but If you In-
terfere in my personal affairs again. along, when the lieutenant, and his
In Mexico.at my plate.the way. "Delavan s horse, isn t it? possible sorts of things, they have:ome to jjpthe finders of thedian companion, wheeled suddenly to "Peter," I said, sternly, "I'm a bet Such appropriation is to be madeYes, tie his feet underneath, and one best markets!from South Fork of Gallinas at athe right, and, without slackening
speed, rode through an open gate, andof you keep a hand on the reins. Peter,
,er man than you are, and you'll either
sit down there and eat with me, or I'll
up a graveled roadway, circlingyou and Cass ride with him. I wantTonepah with me. All ready? We'll lick you within an inch
of your life
through a grove of trees to the front There is food enough here for threetake the east road. ' door of a great square mansion. men, and I want company."
was dark and silent, a wide porch in He rubbed his hand across his Hps,
point N. W. corner S. 14 T. 17 N., R.
14 E. S. 54 degrees 3,900 feet by
means of diversion and .2075 cu. ft
sec. and is to be conveyed to S. h.
H S. 14 T. 17 N., R. 14 B. by means
of diversion works and there used
of 10 acres Forest Nursery
front supported by huge pillars. ind I caught a gleam of intelligence in i ruw Aivn DPAnbroad fright of steps leading from the
Some one struck the horse, and he
plunged forward, swerving sharply to
the right In response to the strong
band on his bit I swayed in the Bad-di-
but the bonds held, and we went
loping forward into the night
his eyes. ,
driveway. The Indian ran up these "Well, sir, seeing you put it in that
v v. nr." lie uum eased, almost as
I am going to kill you.
"Indeed," smilingly. "Is Mistreat
Mortimer aware of the honor you art
according her?"
"She is aware of the engagement,
f that is what you mean. It has been
anderstood since our childhood."
"Oh, I see; a family arrangement
Well, Grant, this is all very interest-
ing, but I am unable to conceive what
f have to do with it. I met Mistress
Mortimer by accident, and then was
fortunate enough to dance with her
once. 'Tis scarcely likely we shall
ever meet again. The daughter of a
colonel of Queen's Rangers is not apt
to come again into contact with an
officer of the Maryland Line. I don't
fenow why you should single me out
In this matter. I dont even know the
lady's brother."
1 have removed from 603 At Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street ;.nd will Wpleased to meetthough in regret "I hardly see how
The State Engineer will take this
application up for consideration oncan refuse. It is very flattering, sir."
He drew up the other chair and satCHAPTER XI. new as well as okl custo
I am showing all the lafc newest and nob- -
the 12th day of July, 191, and all
persons who may opose tie granting
of the above application must file
leaving the lieutenant holding his
horse, while we drew up some yards to
the rear. I heard the boom of the
Iron knocker, followed by a gleam of
light through a lower window. Then
a negro's voice spoke, and the front
door opened, disclosing two figures,
one with sputtering candle in hand.
The two exchanged a dozen words be-
fore the lieutenant asked impatiently:
down opposite me. "Would you care
for a class of wine first, sir?" he biest patterns for the spfS season. I guar-
antee you satisfaction il fit and workman-
ship. Trimmings of Ve best New York
their objections substantiated with afasked solicitously. "It has beenrather dusty ride."
Introducing Peter.
It was a new country to me that we
traversed, a rolling country, but not
thickly settled, although the road ap-
peared to be a well-beate- n track. The
gloom, coupled with the rapidity ot
fldavlts with the State Engineer and
styles an tne trne.copy with applicant on or before that
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.) CHAS Tai"Is It all right Tonepah?"The taciturn Indian mad np siour movements, prevented me from i
seeing anything other thes the: aim
date.
CHARLES D. MILLER,
State EngineerSubscribe for The Optic
S
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Opi c's Job Depar me n is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.
DO YOU NEED OFFICE
X STATIONERY? X
DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?
B
B
B
The Optic Can Furnish it.The Optic Can Furnish Them.
ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A
PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?
The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. f rlr
Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.
Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can Ai
ways be Obtained of The Optic.B
S The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial 3?i Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery. 3
Prices Are T e Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.
LET US FIGURE OH YOUR NEXT JOB.
The Optic Publishing; Co.
A IN 2.PHONE
IXr
T"
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Try a anu of Old Taylor bourbonoi-- n t, M American dance at Rosenthal hallTuesday, April 30.at the Opera Bar.FRESH EGGS LOCAL NEWS j Complete soda water fountain forThe Ladles' Guild of St. Paul s Me
sale cheap. White Kitchen.
mortal Episcopal church will meet toYOU WILL fiET PLENTY IF YOU WILL TAKE CARE OF
YOUR HENS
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock wtthComplete soda water fountain for
Mrs. Haxels, at her home, 914 Sev Mrs. J.
ConBtdine is reported to be
crtically ill at the Consldlne farm onsale cheap. White Kitchen.
MAY 1ST IS THE DATE IF
The Big Dance
TO BE GIVEN BY
75he Hebrew Ladies
Benevolent Society
enth street. the mesa. C. D. Black, who wrao In
this morning from his farm, brousntThis is Vltlgraph night at the Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Gerard are theBrowne. Three Vltlgraph feature the news of her Illness.
proud parents of a baby girl horn 10
WE HAVE EVERYTHING IN
Poultry Supplies
Green Cut Meat and Bone. 51bs for 25
Prepared Charcoal. 25
T.ovinor Krw-u- l ' 5 (1 25
Don't miss seeing them.
them this morning at the home of
tlu.tr son. Albert Gerard, on Main
It. M. Rohrer, of the Topeka Mica
Mining company, returned Saturday
nleht from a short buslnes trtu io
Why pay rent when yoi can buy street.a home cheap and on easy payments
See N. B Roseberry. Santa Fe.Taft and his Cabinet. Allow us to
5
6
5
5
Meat Meal
Oil Cake.
Dried Meat Bone & Blood
Little Chick Feed
introduce you to Taft and his CainMrs. H. M. Northrop will re-op- Miss Mary Brown, a Western Union
net: the doors of the White House
All the Latest Popular "Rags" by the
Simerson Orchestra of Five Piecesher kindergarten for a three months Telegraph oiierator, arrived Saturdaysession, Monday, April 29. are open to you. After you meet these
distinguished gentlemen we will showGH1s from the Denver office to relieve F. AFord, second operator in the local of
flee, who has been recalled to DenverPinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged you the sights of Washington.
I Mick
play theater tonight.in the wood. Direct from distillery Owing to the heavy business, C. H
lOlbs for 25
..5" " 25
" '
.8 25
Grey Granite Grits-Granulate-
Bone. . .
Oyster Shells to yon. At the Lobby, of
You ma think that you have had a good time at
other dances, but this will be THE Dance of allSchirmer, manager
of the Las VegQa
office, now has two operators In hi
For Sale Four room house on employ, R. C. Blamkwell, wire chlet
Eighth stroet. beat location in city being located here permanently.Barteldes Medicated Nest Eggs EachCholera Cure per Box
" 3nlh PAclr&cie Poultry Regulator for
Amalia A. Chaves has been com-
missioned postmistress of Abiqulu,
Dolores Chavespostmaater of El Rito,
Thomas W. Hanna postmaster ot
Lamy and Glfford O. Posey postmast
er of Loving. The above named plac
es are fourth class offices.
wtth bath, electric lights. prt?9 $1oT0 And Sa.y::Charles O'Malley, local promoter o:N. R Rosferry, Agen'" ?n n Box Insect Powder 23 We can furnish you TIES. COLLARS Etc." rv,:rt Can 36 the Johnson-Flyn- n bout to be stagedIn Las Vegas on July 4, has been preThe books of the Mutual Building25Glass Nest Eggs per Doz and Loan Association of Las Vegas sented with a sample of the gloves to
will be open for subscription of stock be worn by the Pueblo fireman in the;IKE HA Ylff ThB Gamh Grocar We urge you not to miss the Dance or theFURNISHINGSafter May 1, 1912. A limited amount championship battle. The glove Is ato each person. John Shank, Secre
tary. 2t
present from "Bill" Bailey, proprietor
of the Bailey Carlo store. Chief
O'Malley this morning hung the glove
After a hearing in chambers Satur-
day afternoon Judge David J. Leahy
decided that Mrs. Monica Benavldez
d'e Tapia is sane. The judge refused
to commit the woman to the state
hospital for the insane. Two other
persons were committed last week to
the institution, however. These are
Zenobia Trujillo and Manuela Rome-
ro de Quintana.
in the window of the O'Malley elec M GREENBERGERtrical store, under the articles ofThe game yesterday at Amusementpark between the All-Sta- and theCubs, resulted in a ten inning 4 to 3
victory for the Cubs. Captain Nieto
and Pete Salazar were the battery
for the winners, and Ellis and Angel
did the Blab work ror the All-Star-
agreement between Jack Curley,
Johnson and Flynn, and the souvenir
has attracted the gaze of many curTANGERINES ious passersby. It Is with such a
glove on his hand that Flynn expects
to put the "Big Smoke" dowa for the
full count on July 4.
Tanagobo doing the catching. With
this contest credited to the Cubs, the
two teams now stand even and the
tie will be played off at an early date.
FRENCH ANARCHISTS
TO BE WIPED OUT
Russell Chenea, who was sentenced
to the New Mexico Reform School at
Springer from here for a ter mof five
years, has been paroled by Governor
Wiliam C. McDonald. The boy, who
is 14 years old, is the son of Mrs. R.
L. Baird, and he has been turned over
to her with the promise that she will
educate him and also make a report
to the superintendent of the indus-
trial school each month. Mrs. Baird
is now a resident of Trinidad, Colo.,
having accompanied Mr. Baird to that
city when he was transferred from
the Las Vegas Light and Power com-
pany, to the Trinidad company sev-
eral months ago. Chenea has served
about a year and a half of his five
year sentence, having been sentenced
to the reform school during the fall
term of court of the year 1910.
20c and 35c
HBHHHSnnHHHHI
Per Dozen
The seat sale for "The Campus,"
the gay musical comedy from the pen
of Walter De Leon, which will be pre-
sented at the Duncan opera house
on Thursday night, will open tomor-
row morning at Murphy's and Schaf-er'- s
drug stores. Prices will be 75
cents, $1.00 and $1.50. This is the
first attraction booked at the Dun-
can for some time and no doubt the
demand for seats will be large.
RELENTLESS WAR TO BE WAGED
AS RESULT OF OPERATIONS
OF AUTO BRIGAND8.
If you must iron, why net get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an
ELECTRIC IRONif"
La.s Vegas Light & Power Co.
Prasi, April 29. Relentless war
against the anarchists in France is to
be one result of the operations of the
Bonnot band of automobile brigands,
two) of whose leaders were killed yes-
terday at Choisy-Le-Ro- i, near Paris,
after a battle with police and soldiers.
The police are amazed at the dis-
covery of the many anarchists who
have taken refuge In Paris from var-
ious European countries. These now
will be arrested and driven from
France as enemies of society. The
melodramtic end of Bonnot called
J. H. Stearns
(PURE THINGS TO EAT)
The Modern Woodmen have plan-
ned to give a social on Friday, May
3, at 8 p. m. This is for Modern
Woodmen, their relatives, Royal
Neighbors, those who have signified
their Intention of joining these or-
ganizations and those friends ot Mod-
ern Woodmen or Royal Neighbors
who are Invited. Modern Woodmen
who are not informed in the matter
will get into communication with oth- -
It was announced yesterday by
Father Rabeyrolle, pastor of the Im-
maculate Conception parish, that the
property on the corner of National
avenue and Sixth street, formerly the
residence of the late Dr. Bradley, had
been purchased by the church. Father
- -
--
-.
iniim1 in ' "i in hi ! ii msstwmmnnammrms
1,
1
1JT Rabeyrolle said the building would he forth admiration among a certain
V-A- VA SFJK.AY
I-
-
The New Great Cleanser arid Polisher For
PIANOS FURNITURE
er Woodmen as soon as possible. The equipped as a modern school house
portion of the revolutionary classes
and many arrests have been made
Jefferson Raynolds President
F.. D. Ravnolds Vice President HaJ.'ett Raynolds Cashier
when this has been expressed In pub-
lic.
The funeral of Assistant Superin
H. Erie Hoke Asst CashierStephen B. Davis Vice President
committee will meet Wednesday
evening and it Is desired to hare ns
many names of those intending to be
present as possible. Names may he
handed to the general committee,
Messers. Stewart, Noll and Prentice
or to Messrs. Clay and Laemmle. By
the Committee.
I
and would be used to house a parish
schools. Two Sisters of Loretto have
been assigned to take charge of the
school. They will come here in Sep-
tember from their mother house,
which is located in Kentucky. The
growth of the parish has made a
school a necessity and Father Rabey-
rolle expects it to be a success from
the start The Bradley prperty is
located in a desirable neighborhood
tendent Jouln of the Paris detective
department, who was shot dead while
endeavoring to arrest Bonnot, the
"demon chauffeur" at Petit Ivry April
24, took place today.
AUTOMOBILES
An Uneqnaled DustLfo.yer for
Wood, Cement an Lino.eum
Floors
Let us Demostrate1 Sis Great
Discovery to Vou
FIRST NATIONAL BANK and will Increase In value. Members
of the church consider Its purchase
"Everybody is as a good business investment.
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
HAVE YOU MONEY
To loan on good first mortgages on
city and ranch property T We can
place $2,600 at 10 per cent at once
where the security Is ample and the
party good. Phone or call Invest-
ment and Agency Corpn., Main 40.
George A. Fleming, Manager.
Doing if THE "FRICO CALL"
says: "The entertainment by the
Doing What?
Schubert Symphony club and Lady
Quartette at the V. M. C. A. last night
was a most enjoyable affair, and the
big audience testified their apprecia
ut
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Applied with di prayerSending us (heir Laundry.
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest PaU on Time Deposits
tion of the good things in the program
by frequent demands for a repeti JFRESHtion." J. C. J0HNSE1 & SON.
Exclusive LoceJ agents
Special attention is given to their
encores by the Schubert's, and al-
though their program is an extensive SUNNYone, it rarely represents one-hal- f otthe work performed by this favorite
Why?
Because we succeed in
pleasing our customers.
Our methods are
MODERN and SANITARY.
See for Yourself.
company each evenmg. you win line
them Just as well as Frisco did, so
do not fail to hear them at the Dun-
can on May 9.EVERYBODY READS THE US VEGAS OPTIC BROOK
Bids for the removal of deceased
soldiers from the graves at Fort
Wingate to the National cemetery in
Santa Fe were opened in the offict
of the uartermaster of the U.
tt r arm v in Chieaeo Saturday. ThLas Vegas Steam
Laundry
Fort Wingate reservation Is soon to
be placed on the market and will bf SEE! This firs Dinner
Vt for 5 Counns fromsold to the highest bidder. This nscessitates the removal of the bodletPhone Main 81 617 Douglas
from the burying grounds there. BUTTER FMDDFQ; Flmr &gCASH
ta.oo MBULK SEEDS
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ul dinner-war- and
i a an Aznfn.lv riausWe purchased several carload' of this,purohase enabled the manufacturer ISoa Terylow price. We are charging!
SATURDAY
We will Have all
kinds of fresh
VEGETABLES
and
STRAWBERRIES
AT THE
GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
THE HOME BE OUAUTY
mSMMBMSMM USMBSMMMMSM BMBM
tha mut tn
i oi rne actual coaaPure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Moun-
tain Home.
i cannot be tluplieatefcj iIt Is guaranteed bjfijothquality for leaa than fU in any retail
S Floor. Send , ns 8ve
'l urn, ,0 ' " ' j v- - " . ney order, and ill
coupon
A full line of the best standard varieties of
garden seeds by the ounce or pound
Package Seeds too
Remember 25 cents worth of seeds in packets
extra on each $1.00 worth. For Cash only
mlttaoce to The OhlRa wtf I srtaant 0 MT
Hutchinson, Kansas.. sure to write ycl re KB I) Jafnlw35c ',28ilTerwar,The coupons In LARA P. HUE'S Flour aand other valuable premiums. Ask for
Wghty-God- " GEO.EMPRESS, you know, ft
a Baking 'a DelightMAN-MUL- Flour that rAT Bouchers
Thout Vttw 121
507 Sizth Strctt PERRY ONION & SON FORSALE
BY
"The Store of Satisfaction"
SEEDSMEN & FLORISTS. Try a ?n Like1 it.
4
